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Holland City News.
VOL. XVI -NO.

49.

HOLLAND,

SATURDAY, JANUARY

MICH.,

7,

1888.

WHOLE

NO. 802.

The

Terms

annual meeting of the congrega- health of the people of this city than the
Hope Church for the renting of abating of the dust and sand nuisance in
pews will occur next Monday evening at the summer. If the Common Council detion of

of Subscription

$1.60 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Masters Claude and Erwin Rogers 7:80 o’clock. Seats will be selected for sire to run and control the one and pay
paid at six mont/u.
the year. All the congregationare urged
entertained d few of their young friends
for it, let them pay for and control both.
Ute« of sdvortieln
to attend. New families wishing pews They are but parallel nuisances.
last week Friday night with a tea parly
changes. VCr BerB aVC the privlleKe of three
are invited to be present. The financial
NoticesofBirths,Msrrlngei, and Deaths pnb- and sleigh ride.
1 lihed wlthont charge for sabscrtbera.
report of the past year will be given.
A Serious Charge.
adrertlsinr bills collectableQuarterly.

Wood

is

ers fulfilltheir

payment

In our Business Locals in to-day’s issue

promise to give us wood

for the

News.

ning order. It

is

| Mr. Henry Metz, of Sherman, Texas,
ho formerly resided here, is at present

light castings.

’biting his

parents and relatives in this

Michigan. Mr. Metz has

for

Kulte.

wan

It is expected that

will shortly be

given

talent, assis’.edby

city with a nomination^on their ticket and evening. There
for the position of alderman in the First servance of the day,

Ward, and

his arrest

consequentlycreated

among his friends
and acquaintances.He was taken before
Justice H. D. Post, pleaded “not

no

little

excitement

i-

entertainment
Boe,

who

has

Next

Friday evening Ell Perkins will

deliver his lecture “Philosophy of

Wit

Subscribe tor Grand Rapids’ best many new acts learned this winter.
paper, the Da*y Democrat, arrivesin Holand Humor” in the Opera House. “Eli”
land promptly at ten a. m. Sent by mail
has been in Holland twice before. On
On our eighth page this week will be
at 50 cents a month. Postmasterwill rethe occasion of his first lecture he pleased
ceive subscriptions.
found a striking and instructive illustrathe audience so well that upon his second
tion of the comparative worth of the
Rent !
appearance here the Hall was crowded to
various kinds of baking powders now in
its utmost capacity. His third visit here
New house on Eleventh street, nice lo- the market.
cation, eight rooms, good water, to rent;
is brought about by private enterpriseand
Apply to Isaac
48 2t.
A. Seif, of the Holland City Brewery, it is expected that the lecture will be cor-

To

Fairbanks.

has

commenced

putting up ice.

He

will

Go and buv your Cloaks and Fur Trimneed between five and six hundred cords.
mings at L. & 8. Van den Bkrge & Co.
The ice is about seven inches thick and

dially received

by

a

good large audience.

the

sum

of

6500. The crime

was no special obwith tbe exception
that appropriatereligious services were
bald in the several churches, which were
largelyattended regardless of the severity
of the

weather. Monday, however, these

was a more general observance.All
it was places of business were closed and the
is now day was given up almost exclusively te
set for

in the county jail In default of bonds in

in this city by local

W. De

New Year's Day.

Last Saturday William Long, a married

Married:— By Esquire H. D. Post, on the past nine years followed cattle on the
first
city. Ap- Thursday, January 5, 1888, Jack E. broad acres of the largest state in the
ply to Jacob
48-tf.
guilty” and his examination was
Hovis, of West Olive, to Miss Maggie
Union, and is now seeking a little rest and
Broder, of North Amherst, Ohio.
last Thursday, but for some reason
A line of beautiful Hats, Fancy
recreationin bis former place of residence.
— ^
adjournedto next Wednesday. He
Feathers, and a great varietyof Hat OrHe will remain in Michigan until spring.
rooms on

floor in the eastern part of the

naments and Trimmings at
L. & S. Van dkn Berge & Co.

consent to accept the position.

also rapidly

section of

40-

means he can dispose of tbe “hairy
Liesman spring, he may

curiosities”o|

Marshal Edward Vaupell for committing 1888 collided with 1887 on Bunday last.
building up a repu- one of the gravest crimes known in the The weather was far from agreeable for
tation for bis new bakery which is always criminal code, that of rape. Long was
tbe occasion, as a cold, bleak wind presupplied with fresh bread and all bakers’ last spring thought enough of to be hon- vailed from the southwest and there wat
goods of the finest quality.
ored by the Land and Labor Club of this a continual fall of snow during the day
Blom

To Rent!
five

by any

oysters as well as oysters In cans. Mr.

Mr. Scott’s intention to

is

make nothing but
A dwellinghouse with

ner of

If

found a few from Mr. C. Blom, Jr. man, and up to this time regarded as a
“In to-day already walks to-morrw ”
which^he informs the public that he sober, industrious, and law-abidingciti- says Ooolldge, which expressionmight
has constantly on bacd choice bulk zens was arrested on the complaint of also be applied to the manner in which

Tbere will be an electionof officers of
have made arraDgemeotawith a large
the
Land and Labor Club on Tuesday
eastern oyster house for supplying the
Holland market with floe bulk oysters, evening, January 10, 1888. All members
and parties desiring choice bivalves for are requested to be present.
large supper patties may be assured of
obtaining them at my place of business.
The new foundry on River street, built
Try our Oysters. We also keep the best
by Mr. W. J. Bcott, will soon be in runC* BL0M’ JR’

unanimously tendered, but

in

I

8°ld'

and
man-

duties which have been so generously

will be

in

Bulk Oysters.

C 49 2tySte”

now manger we will say that he has
accept the arduous

not, ns yet, decided to

wanted at this office and we

should like to have a few of our subscrib-

§mU.

the

is said to

social pleasures
Is

and family reunions. Aa

generally known

New

have been committed last September. His

vorite holiday of the

victim

landers and

and

is

a little girl, twelve years of age,

is of attractive

and

intelligent ap-

to

il is

their

pleasure. They

Year’s Is tbe fa-

year among the Hoi*
custom to devote

call

It

upon one another,

pearance for the opportunitiesshe baa sip their coffee or wine, review the haphad. The girl Is unable to recount penings of the year just closed, and ex*
every detail of the crime, owing to the tend the best wishes for the year to come.
fact that she fainted from fright while in

the brute’s clutches.
true,

and

Long

If

For some unaccountablereason this annithe charge be versary celebration of 1888 was an ex-

is proven guilty, no ceptionallyquiet one In Holland. Beyond
be Inflicted on the indulgencein calling by a few people

punishment that could

him, would be severe enough for such a there were no public events of importance.
belonging to spawn of humanity. Marshal Vaupell inSome few took advantage of tbe good
John Sprik, of East Saugstuck,ran away forms us that he has evidence that the
of fair quality.
sleighing, while others availed themselves
and created a lively time for a while on villain has been guilty of like crimes In
By the Board of Water Commissioners
of tbe reduced rates offered by railway
of the City of Holland, 403 cords of sound
Mr. and Mrs. J. Marion Doesburg Eighth street. At the corner of Ninth this city during the past two years and
companies to visit friends abroad. On
four-footsteam wood for which the highreturned to their home in Milwaukee last and Cedar streets, from which direction in case he is not convicted on this charge
the whole the day did not differ materially
est market price will be paid. For furSunday evening after having visited their the team came, they left Sprik and the seat ho has two more ready for him which
ther particularsenquire of Commissioner
from the three hundred and sixty-five
parents, Prof, and Mrs. C. Doesburg, for of the sleigh upon which he sat. In doing are still more atrocious in character.
Kramer at the store of Boot & Kramer.
other days of the year Just closed.
By order of the Board of Water Com- the past two weeks.
so the man’s head came In contact with a Several parents were dumbfounded when
notes.
missioners. Geo. H. Bipp, Clerk.
shade tree and inflicted a severe scalp informed of what the brute has been
Good
resolutions
are in order, but do
Dr. J. J. McConkie, wile, and daughwound which was sewed up and dressed teaching their innocent and beloved
not
make
them
unless
you Intend to keep
ter, of Wafjfqn,Mich., are visiting Dr.
Bakery*
by£)r. H. Kremers. Sprik was intoxi- daughters, some of whom were no more them.
Having secured a first-clars baker and and Mrs. J. A.'JiaJbbs,of this city. Dr.
bread maker we always keep* fresh Wheat, McConkie was the preceptor of Dr. Mabbs cated at the time. He returned home Sat- than from four to six years of age, and
Dr. Charles Scott and wife took their
urday evening.
Boston Brown snd Rye Bread on band, as
if what the Marshal says is true, it is a
when he was a
'
New
Year’s dinner with Rev. A. P. Peek
well as choice Breakfast and Tea Rolls,
wonder that indignantfathers have not and wife|at Centrevllle, Mich.
Buns, Rusks. Pies, Cakes of all kinds,
Dr. O, E, Yates has an advertisement The Bovd of Water Commissioners are taken the tow Into their own bands and
and general bakers' goods. Call at my
Mr. James Wall and wife, nee Annie
experimentingfor an increase of the supa most deserved and
gave the dastard a
new Bakery two doors east of the Post- in our issue of to-day. The “ad. ” is pubJonkman,
of Kalamazoo,Mich., spent
ply
of
water
for
domestic
use
at
the
water
C. Blom, Jr.
lished to counteract certain reports which
needed chastisement, at least, before he
New
Year’s
with their parents in Holland.
have been circulated and which are of works by means of an artesian well. It was ever allowed to enter the four walls
Fuel
will be remembered that some time agot
Jake and Bert Van der Veen, of Grand
gross injustice to the doctor.
of a prison. For the good of society,for
Proposals will be received by the unvery favorable results were obtained by
Rapids,
spent the day with their Holland
the protection of,ojirhomes, let us hope
dersigned, until Monday, Jan. 9, 1888, six
Word was receivedhere last Sunday driving a small two-inchpipe down some that quick and Avere justice will over? relatives and friends. Jake was accomo’clock p. m., for the delivery at the Central School building, of sound, green, that Mrs. J. Duursema, of Fremont, was sixty odd feet into the ground and it is
take all such villainsas this man t^ig, panied by his wife and children.
sawed, body beach or hard maple wood,
stricken with paralysis. At this writing thought thst more satisfactoryresults may if what is said can be fully and clearly
Very few of tbe young ladles went callas follows: 150 cords of 8 foot wood, or
be secured if the pipe be increased in size
'
125 cords of 4 foot wood. Bids will be wo understand that she is lying very low
ing on New Year’s Day. The young men,
and put down deeper. Mr. L. T. Kanters
entertained for the whole or a part of the' with but slight hopes of her recovery.
however, made a few and promise that
above, and at the opening of the bids the
is conducting the experimenufor the
Lyceum Opera House.
when leap year comes again they will stay
Board will decide whether they desire the ; Married:— At the residence of the Board and the result is anxiously awaited.
3 or the 4 foot wood.
The stockholdersof Lyceum Opera “at home” and “receive” instead of callbride’s parents in this city, on WednesWednesBy order of the Boaid of Education.
House Company held their annual meet- ing.
day evening, January 4, 1888, by IsnadT VoLUMK XVI of tbe News is approachH. Krbmkrs,
ing on last Tuesday evening at the resi.
' InorifannHWill.
.
While many in Holland did not keep
T. Keppbl.
Fairbanks, Esq., Mr. Francis Ingraham ing its end. With this event we should like
dence
of
Mr.
Fillmore
Bird.
The
report
open
house and did not care to enterCommittee.
Walsh and Miss Dlrkje Trenck, both of to give some statistics of the business,and
Holland, Mich., Dec. 15, 1887. 4§-4t
of
the
Secretary
and
Treasurer
|was
read
tain callers , there were others |that had
buildingof the past year. We feel as
Holland.
though a large edition should be run in and opproved. From this report we were made elaborate preparationsand were
Ayer's Sarsaparilla stops the nauseous
Rev. A. S. Kedzie, senior editor of the that event, but we do not feel able to bear able to “catch on” to many facts hereto- doomed to disappointmentas tbe callers
discharges of catarrh, and cures the comcame not.
plaint.
Grand Haven Herald, was in the city last the whole of the expense which will be fore unknown to us. The receiptsfor the
A youthful brother was overheard to
Saturday. Mr. Kedzie is, by the way, oil necessarily incurred.If our business year were not up to previous years owing
to a fire last spring destroying a portion of say to one of his sister’scallers, “Whatt
ITEMS.
inspector for this district, and while here men, and enterprising citizens,will take

Wanted.

Last Saturday

a team

.

student.

Office.

Wanted.

proven.

*

n

tKia

_

j

LOCAL

inspected a large quantity of oil for Mr.

GHUROU ITEMS.

T. Keppel.

Hote Reformed Church: -Services at
10:80 a. m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday
School at 12 m. Young People’s meeting
at 6:30 p. m. Rev. Thomas Walker
Jones, pastor. Subjects:Morning, “Stability and service;’’ Evening, “Divine
workmanship.” Congregationalsinging.
Opening anthems by the choir. Praise
and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
m. All are welcome.

Methodist E. Church :-Services at
10:80 a. m. and 7:30 p, m. Sunday
School at 12 m. Prayer meeting Thursday evening at 7:30. Subjects: Morning,
“Victory through Christ;” Evening,
“Steadfastness in good works.” All are
welcome and the seats are free,

extra copies enough to warrant our gather- the House and rendering It unserviceable ain't you full yet?” By way of explanaing and publishing the information we for a period of three months. The amount tion we might soy that the young man re-

so. We should like to haye
little and those who are willing

will gladly do

Samuel Smith

last

sixty-fourth birthday

gathered at
ant

his botne

week celebrated his

many

little

help a

A party of friends to do so we should deem it a favor if they
and enjoyed a pleas- will inform us at once. We deem an

lime. Mr. Smith was remembered

with

all

tokens of esteem from

those present.

edition of the

kind of

littlevalue to the

city unless generously circulated

can be done in

no

and that

better way than by all

citizensdoing their share.

We

have received word that Mr. Peter

Howe, of Kansas City, formerly of Ventura, was recently caught by the cars on

The

Old, Old

of

money on

hand, however, will be suf- ferred to

had called at the same house
dividend several times during/the day.
of about six per cent. It was shown that
Messrs. J. G. Van Putten, Tony Wiertbere were quite a number of goad and resema, H. P. Scott, and w. H. Rogers,
sponsiblecitizens indebted to the comconstituted themselves a “Committee of
pany for hall rent, the aggregate amount
Investigation” under the chaperonageof
footed up nearly $150. This state of
the former. They will submit their reaffairs led to the introduction and passage
port on tbe first of January,* 1889.
of a resolution the terms of which we give
ficient to

pay the stockholders

Story-StreetSprinkling below and which we deem

a

a wise

and

The many employes of Mr. James

judicious action: “That hereafter the Huntley surprised him by calling at his
From
the
proceedings
of
the
CommonX
Mi
the K. C., F. 8., & Q. R. R., on which
Manager shall demand and receive the house in a body and left several very
nice tokens of their esteem. “Jim” was
Council
it
will
be
seen
that
two
ordi-\su
railroad he is employed, and his right
sum of |2.00 from any parties desiring to
equal
to tbe occasion and bis workmen
nances,
one
licensing
a
street
sprinkleflpe
hand badly jammed.
secure the Hall for a date and the balance
will
never
forget January 1, 1888.
and the other to licensedrays, omoibusseojlof
i°f fflut must be paid before the doors are

Y. M. C. A.— Meetings every Tuesday
The Ladies’ Guild of the Episcopal etc., have been introduced and eubmitji*lf%p
Messrs. J. C. Post, W. C. Walsh, and
opened for the fulfillmentof any such enevening at 7:30 o’clock. Rooms: Over
Church
will bold a social at the residence to the Common Council for pasiageTatits ga
“Daree”
Gilmore occupied conspicuous
gagement; said deposit of 62 shall be forJonkman & Dykema’a Clothing Store.
of Mr. Otto Breyraan on the corner of next regular meeting. -—Tt^selaws, if fel
parquette
seats at Power's Opera House,
feited in case date is cancelled. The ManThe ice in Macatawa Bay is about seven Market and Eleventh streets, next Tues- passed by the Council, In the opinion of ager shall be held personally responsible Grand Rapids, on the occasion of
day evening, January 10.
vitation is extendedto all.

Inches thick.

A

general in-

Business has been very brisk in the city
the past week.

Next Monday

the Public Schools open

Sleighing is excellent and the

city is

full of farmers’ teams.

The

1888

is

Mrs. David Bertsgh was the fortunate
person to draw the Infant Basket, displayed at the millinery store of L.

for the winter term.

on top now and good reso-

many leading citizens, will be of no bene- for all losses occurring from bis non-ob- Modjeska’sappearancethere. They were
and are devised simply to gratify a servance of this resolution.” By rigidly extremely well pleased with the performpersonal ambitionto obtain a “job” for
enforcing these terms there will be no anco.
some one. The first mentioned ordinance “bad accounts” and the owners of the
Tbe Holland young ladies were very,
is but increasingthe burden of the exOpera House will surely feel more like very shy, and if they follow out the year
fit,

&

8.

pense of abating the dust nuisancein the

has been a public benefit If the Common
have received notice that Frank A. Council desires to change the past order
Early Monday morning De Grondwet Robbins’ New Shows, with complete of things let them pay for the sprinkling
menagerie,now wintering in New York of the streets out of the general treasury
was delivered to IU subscribers.
City and giving entertainments there, will
the same as they pay for the cleaning of
(Juite a number of young people of this visit Holland City next season. The mengutters.The street cleaning is certainly
city spent New Year’s in Grand Rapids agerie and all connected with the Bhow
of no more Importance nor is it of any
and Kalamazoo.
are highly spoken of by the eastern press.
more benefit to the general comfort or
lutions are in the market.

retaining the property

as

a

place of

in the

way they have begun their chances

Van den Berge & Co. Tickets for the summer season, even if the amount is but
amusement. The officers elected were: will be very, very slim. In tbe most of
drawing were given to every customer nominal, it is an increase of expense.
President, L. T. Kanters; Secretary and Michigan towns they took advantageof
purchasing |5 worth of goods at their The sprinkling of the streets so far, has
Treasurer, Jacob Kuite. The stockhold- tbe libertieswhich the year gave them
store.
been paid for by private enterpriae and ers also elected W. H. Kogera as Manager.
and called on their male friends.

We

After the meeting those present sat

down

Ben Van Putten, and
Bert Van der Veen claim to have made
Bird and It was heartily enjoyed by all. tbe largest number of calls on record in
President Kanters presented Mr. and Mrs. Holland. They started in Sunday noon
Bird, in a few well chosen words, a at 12:30 o’clock and kept it, up until Monvery handsome quantity of silverware day night at 6 o’clock, their hand
which was graciouslyaccepted by tbe painted New Year souvenirswere highly
Ex-Managerand his wife. In lustice to prized by tbe ladies.
to a very nice collation

John

Pieters,

prepared by Mra.

Lv
il

:

.j

/

inr

CURRENT EYENTS.
|(oIltit|i

4#S

EAST.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Bichard H. Barringer died at Troy,
New York, from nicotinepoisoning, cansed
by excessive smoking of cigarettes.

The

A DAY’S DOINGS.
EreniftalHappening in Every
isphere, as Transmitted

Hem-

by

will

of the late Mrs. Charlotte
New York, bequeaths

Angnsta Astor, filed at

$160,000 for religions, charitableand odncationalpurposes. The bulk of her estate
goes to her husband.

Something of

a sensation

was

created

I

W'V'V

A collision on the Chicago and Alton
Hoad near Konts, Ind., resultedIn the killing of a brakeman named L. Lyman.
James Hendricks,brother of the late
Vice President Hendricks, died at Shelbyville, Ind., after a few days’ illness with
lung fever, aged 56 years. He was the last
member of the Hendricks family, and is
the third to die within the last year. In
his young manhood James Hendricksgave
promise of a more brilliantcareer than
that of his brother, Thomas A. Hendrioks,
bat he fell into habits of dissipation,led a
wayward oareer, and finally became a

,r' >

'

sons were sentenced to three months’ imprisonment each at hard labor for attending
a meeting of a suppressed branch of the
National Leagne. An appeal was taken in
each case.

An interview with Mr. Gladstone is published by a Paris paper, in which the exPremier described the Irish Land

News.

having resigned. In their stead Gov. Hill
^pointed Gen. Daniel E. Sickles, of
ew York City, and James H. Manning and George H. Treadwell, of Albany.
The former board was appointedby Governor Cleveland. Governor Hill took the
THE NATIONAL DEBT.
position that the board was simply advisory, to assist the Governor in improving
A Decrease of Over $14,500,000 Daring the the civil service, and, desiring to reconstruct the board, reonestedthe resignations
' Last Month of 1887.
The following is a recapitulationof the of Messrs. Jay and Bichmond. Mr. Manning is the eldest son of the late Daniel
debt statement (cents omitted) issued by
Manning, ex- Secretary of the Treasury;
the United States Treasureron the 3d General Sickles is well-known,and Major
inst.:
Treadwell is the present Commanderof the
INTKUEST-UI’ARING
DEBT.
Grand Army of the Republic of the State
Bonds at 4Vi per cent ............... 8 230,344,600
Bonds at 4 per cent ................. 732,412,100 of New York.
Befandingcertificates
at 4 per cent. 151,530
Copies of the following blood-thirsty
Mavy pension fund at 3 per cent.
14,000,000
Pacific Kailro&d bonds at G per cent. 64,623,513 doenment were circulate on the streets of

LATEST DISPATCHES.

. .

.

New York where the workingmencould

Principal ............................
81,041,761,742
Interest............................. 12,001,801 get
............................
31.033,763,543

DEBT ON WHICH D.TKHKST HAS CEASED SINCE
MATUBITT.
Principal ............................ 83,163,953
Interest..............................
178,392
Total ............................ $3,342,347

INTEREST.

DEBT BEARING NO
•
Old demand and legal-tender notes $346,738,121
Certificatesof deposit ...............6,985,000
Gold certificates .................... 96,934.057
Silver certificates ................... 176,855,423
Fractional currency (less $8,375,934,
estimatedos lost or destroyed)
6,942,214
.

.

.

Principal ............................
$634,254,815

TOTAL DEBT.

Principal ............................
11,679,180,513
Interest ............................. 12,183,193
Total

............................
*1,091,360,763

Less cash items available for reduction of the debt ...................
8 295,919,424
Less reserve held for redemption of United States notes ............... 100,000,000

i

Total ............................
* 393,919,424

Total debt less available cash
items ........................*1,293,441,281
in the Treasury ........... 69,842,879

Het cash

Debt less cosh in Treasury Jan.

1,

...............................
*1,225,598,402
Debt less cosh in Treasury Dec.
1, 1887 ................ ............1,240,183,052
188?.

I

the Statue of Independent

Express Companies.

Commis-

sioners' rent redactiondecree as a “tremendous decision," and said he was thunderstruck at the news. He also said that
the Tory Cabinet, having alienated the
tenants, would now alienate the landlords.

All the special envoys sent lo congratucharge on his brother, who carefullycared
late Pope Loo XIII. upon bis jubilee have
der by Gov. Hill, removing from office for him daring his life. Since his death
received the order of the Grand Cross of
Mrs. Hendrickshas provided for him.
Messrs. John Jay, of New York City, and
tho
Order of Pins IX.
The Iowa registry law has been declared
Political Social, Financial, Commercial, Henry A. Richmond, of Buffalo, members
Don
Carlos has been heard from to
of the State Civil Service Board, the third unoonstitntioqpl by Judge Stoneman, of
Industrial,Criminaland Other
member, the Hon. Augustus Schoonmaker, the Superior Court, at Cedar Rapids. The the effect that he reserves his right to the

,

Commissionersin Doubt About

Organizations Ron as Adjunct* of
Railways Subject to the
Commerce Law.
[Washington speclal.1

at Albany, N. Y., by the issuance of an or-

Telegraph.

Total

CONGRESS MAY DECIDE.

Decrease of debt during tne
month ..........
* 14,384,650
Decrease of debt since June 30,
1887 .............................53,830,335

CASH IN THE TBEASCBT AVAILABLE FOB THE REDUCTION OF PUBLIC DEBT.
Gold held for gold certificates
actually outstanding .................. $96,734,057
Silver held for silver certificatesactually outstanding ................ 176,855,423
V. B. notes held for certificatesof
deposit actually outstanding ..... 6,985,000
Cash held for matured debt and interest unpaid .....................
15,344,148
Fractionalcurrency .......
796

.........

Total available .................$295,919,421

RESERVE FUND.
Held for redemption of U. S. notes,
acta January 14, 1875, and July

them:

WEST.

12, 1882.... ........................
* 100,000,000
Unavailable for reduction of debt :
Fractional silver coin ..............
21,327,528
Minor coin .......................... 55,761

of belligerent resolutions,proceeded to organize a WinchesterBitie Club. The Anthony paper is taking an active port in the
matter, and the news of the developments
_ Total ............................ 24,383,289 reached here to-day. Hundreds of men
Certificatesheld ns cash. ........... 37,479,964
Met cash balance on hand .......... 69,842,879 have offered their services to defend
Harper’s people and property. The out•Total cash in Treasury as shown by
come is a matter of lively speculation.”

*

$

the Treasurer’s general account. .$ 527,025,530

READING MINERS QUIT WORK.

French throne as the head of the Bourbon organizationsdoing express business, says
family, and he counsels tho loyaliststo there is nothing in the nature of the busirefrainfrom revolutions.
ness which preventsits being carriedon
Dispatchesfrom Rome state that the by an ordinarypartnership or even by an
individual, provided the necessary conSOUTH. ”
Pontifical mass on the first day of the new
tracts can be made with the transportation
James A. Hunter, United States store- year was a grand snccess.
lines. The most usual conti act is ono
keeper, and S. C. Caldwell, a book-keeper, Thousands of people thronged St. Peter's which pays to the railroadcompany 40 per
Square early in the morning waiting tho openfought a duel in a distillery office at Lex- ing of tho cathedral. Sixty thousand admis- cent of the gross receiptsof the "express
aion tickets had been issued, and the cathedral company, but various other methods of
ington, Ky., eight shots being fired. Hunwas packed. Forty-eightCardinals and 238 settlement are employed. The fact that
ter was killed, while his antagonist escaped Archbishops and Bishops were pres- express companies perform many other
ent at the mass, and it is estiuninjured.
mated that there were thirty thousand per- services besides transportingproperty,
such as the collectionof debts, etc., is not
Louisville is suffering from a coal sons in the audience.The Pope prayed for a
long timo in his private chapel,and then re- regardedas a reason why the octsjould.
famine. The railroadscannot supply the ceived the homage of the conrt Cardinals in the not be treated as applying to their busirare ole. While assuming the sacerdotal
demand, and the river is falling and freez- Bala
ness ns common carriers, since many railvestments tho Pope was overcome with emoing. A number of manufactories have tion and fainted. Strong salts were adminis- roads also have other business besides that
shut down, and mnch suffering is antici- tered and ho soon returned to consciousness. of transportation.
He then ascended the gestatorial chair, and
pated for tho poor.
The various sectionsof the act, considwas borne on tho shoulders of the sediari, atWilliam Herrig, a wealthy planter tended by tho Cardinals,into St. Peter's Ca- ered with relationto the express business,
thedra!. Just before he was fully vested for tho are found to be in theory as applicable
court held that the Legislatnro conld enact
no law which would deprive a voter of his
constitutionalrights, s

living near St. Francis, Ark., had for some
“TORCH AND BOMB MUST BE APPLIED.
•Fellow workmen : Tho hour haa come. The time been jealous of tho attentionspaid
agencies of science must play a part in the
struggleof the future. Yesterday it his wife by William Matthewson, and he
was the slaughter of our comrades at forbade him to come to his house. This
Chicaga To-day it is the assassinationof was disregarded by Matthewson, and the
60,000 of our brothers on the Philadelother day he called and invited Mrs. Herphia and Reading Railroad system. True, tho
sword is the weapon of circumstances,but the rig to take a drive with him. While the
victims perish all the same. Do not waste woman was getting ready Herrig shot and
your forces on the scabs ; they are only the ef- killed Matthewsonand then forced his
fect of the present damnable commercial and
competitives ystinj.. Destroy by all the agen- wife to drive fo Matthewson’s house with
cies at your command the direct representa- the body. On her return she found her
tives of the systems of the Corbins,the Max- home in flames and was shot and killed
wells, and the Goulds. Let the torch, the bomb by her husband. Herrig then fled. Mrs.
or the bullet strike them now. Let all that they
Herrig was formerly an actressin Pauline,
possess be given to the flames; hound them
day and night The strike must be made the Markham's company, and later wos in W.
war of the classes. Brothers,remembor Chi- H. Lytle'scombination.
cago and your oath.”
William Herrig, who murdered his
A collision occurred between tho fast
young wife and her paramour at St FranChicago express and a freighttrain on the
cis, Ark., was pursued and overtaken near
New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroad,
Rector, Ark. When foand he was asleep
three miles west of Meadville,Pa. Five under a large tree. He was informed that
nersons were killed outright,including the he most die, and he made no protest In
engineers and firemen of both locomotives fact, he said that he was willing and ready;
and a passenger, and thirteen others in- he had done nothing he had cause to rejured, nine of them fatally.
gret. His wife had been untrue to him and
Marcus W. Bobdach, cashier of the he had killed her lover, and this he reHerkimer National Bank, of Herkimer, garded as justice. Regardingthe shooting
his wife, he said he conld offer nothing
New York, and who disappeareda fort- of
in the way of defense. Herrig was then
night ago, is $34,000 short in his account. hanged on the very tree under which he
was found sleeping. His wife’s stage
name was Julia Bennett

A Harper (Kan.) telegram says: "Great
excitement prevails throughout Harper
Connty on account of bitter feeling between this town and Anthony over a contest for the connty seat. In the last election Harper received a majority of 300
votes. The Anthony rivals are contesting
the election on the ground of fraud and
ballot-boxstaffing in this city. Last Tuesday evening the citizens of Anthony held a
mass-meeting,and, after passing a series

Intelligencecomes from the Black
Hills that John Jennings, a former promi-

A general shooting affray, growing out
of politics, occurred at a saloon on St
Charles street, New Orleans, in which Hon.
Pat Mealey, Commissioner of Police and
Public Buildings, lost his life, Mike Walsh
was mortally, and others less seriously
wounded. Mealey was probably the strongest politician in New Orleans. He led the
Louisianadelegation to the last National
Democratic Convention as Delegate-atlarge. He held for eight years the office of
Commissioner of Police and Public Buildings, and was one of the “Big Four,” as
the four bosses were called, who were supposed to control the politicaldestinies of

altar ho again fainted, remaining unconscious
a few minutes.

thereto as to the business of railroads. In
fact, the express companiesclaim that they
The golden jabilee of the Pope was made already abide by the rules established in
the occasion of special recognition in tho the act The requiring of annual reports
Roman Catholic churches thronghont from express companies is said to lie a
Great Britain, ContinentalEurope, and “natter concerning which the public have a
America. Cardinal Gibbons in Baltimore, ight to be informed, and Congress may
and Bishop Ireland in St. Paul paid glow- .lorticnlarly desire knowledge. At present
ing tributes to his Holiness.
little is known abont the amonnt of their'
capital stock, their funded debt, or the
money invested in their plant or business,
GENERAL.
the volume of their business, with tho exThe January interest on Government pense thereof,the rates charged, aud the
methods upon which the rates are conbonds amounts to $8,414,000.
structed.The capitalizationof some of
Mexico has granted a concession to a the companies is known to be quite large,
steamship line to ply between New York
amounting to many millionsof dollars.
The difficulty of framing schedulesfor
New Orleans, Vera Cruz, and all Mexican
the information of the pnblio is not found
ports, with a subsidy of $11,000 the round
to be greater than in the case of railroad
trip.
Austin Corbin, President of the Read- companies which have compliedwith the
act. Three express companies have so>
ing RailroadCompany, has addressed a
complied, and their schedules have been
letter to employes notifying them that the
placed on file. The agents of nil express
corporation will not submit to dictation companiesare necessarilyinstructed as tofrom Knights of Labor or other organiza- the charges to be made, and the public is
tions, and that places that ore left in equally intelligent.
The bringing of express companies withobedience to orders of such societies will
in tbe provisions of the act is found to be
be filled by new men, who will not bo discharged to make room for repentant strik- practicable,and on some accounts desiraers. The Superintendentof the Reading ble. The express companies, whioh are
Company refused to consult regardingthe simply branebes of a railroad,organized

committee of the Knights.
Mr. Lawton has been confirmed by the
Senate as Minister Plenipotentiary from
the United States to Austria, and has his
commission from the President in his
pocket. He has yet to face the tribunal
which knocked out Mr. Keiley.
strike with a

That

operating

under

contracts,the lan-

guage of the act, as it now stands,
is found to be so framed as not

to bring them distinctly within its provishas arranged ions. The words “wholly by railroad” in
the first section do not well define the
to procure funds from the Credit Lyonnaise
business of express companies which use
to carry on its work until the issue of tho
very largely ihe servicesof teams, messennew Panama bonds.
gers, stage coaches, and steamboats. The
Destructive fires have occurred at pooling section applies to the pooling of
Houma, La., and Hicksville, Ohio. In the businessof railroads;other sections
speak of railroads continually,and of deNew Orleans.
each case about one-half the houses and
pots and stations, the language not being
A collision occurred on tho Cincinnati buildings were burned. Fire destroyed
applicableto the business of express comSonthern Railroad near Greenwood, Tenn., wharves at Portland, Mo., value $30,000; panies, except under somewhat strained
and two baggage -masters, two mail-agents No. 632 Broadway, New York, doing $33,- construction.The express business was
000 damage; Browning
Co’s Center well known at the time of the passage of
and three passengers were killed. The acrolling-mill at Vermouville,Mich., loss the act, and has been frequentlymentioned
cident was the result of the conductors $17,000, and Hatfield A Jackson’s carriage
by naming congressional statutes. The
making a mistake in reading their orders.
factory at Rahway, N. J., loss $25,000. omission to name it here is significant.
In a drunken fury, Stephen Conroy, of Other fire losses: At Kansas City, $110,- The preliminary investigationby the interBaltimore, murdered his aged mother with 000; at Aitkin,Minnesota,$55,000; at Egg state commerce committee of the senate
did not include the businossof express
an ax and so badly injured Patrick O'Don- Harbor City, New Jersey, $00,000.

the

always impecunious corporation,

Panama Canal Company,

A

nent and wealthy resident of Westmoreland County, Pa., was hanged by a vigilance committeeof gold miners. The story
oes that six months since he went into the
The anthracite miners have challenged
Back Hills to prospect for gold, and, comA decrease of 10 per cent, in tho
President Corbin of the Beading Railroad
nell that he will die.
ing across a claim that seemed to be vaworking
force of tho Gould Southwestern
Company to battle, and the latter says he cated, “jumped it” Borne weeks afterPOLITICS.
railway
system
hns been ordered.
ward the originalowner returned,and, in a
is ready. A Beading special states that—
Eight
territorial
judgeships are to be
quarrel
over
the
property,
Jennings
shot
Every collieryowned by the Beading ComThe Kansas Prohibition Conventionaspany with a daily capacity of 35,000 tons of and killed the man, for which he was
given out early in the year, and Hon. C. A.
sembled at Topeka and elected the followcoal is idle. This is regarded by business men
lynched by the infariatedminers. Jennings
Keyes, of Springfield, 111., is early in the
throughout the entire CchuylkUl regions and
ing delegates to the National Prohibition
was
formerly
a
wealthy
merchant
of
PittsEastern Pennsylvaniawith great alarm.
field
for one of them.
There is practicallyno coal of any burg, Pa.
Convention to be held in Indianapolis,
consequenceanywhere, and, with a
Ind..
in
June:
Ex-Governor
John
P.
St.
An elevator at Ada, Minn., containing
^rotraotedstrike, great loss would
MARKET REPORTS.
ensue. The Beading Company Las 30,000 bushels of wheat was burned. Loss, John, of Olathe; M. V. B. Bennett, of Columbus; Mrs. Fannie Rastell,President of
temporarily suspended about one hunNEW YORK.
dred and fifty crews, and this is interpreted to $25,000.
the Kansas W. C. T. U.; and the Bev. A.
Cattle ..........................
*4.50 0 5.75
mean that the officials are making preparations
The questionof dancing was sprung M. Richardson,of Lawrence. A conven- IIoos
.............................
5.25 © 6.00
for a long and bitter struggle.They say they
tion
for
the
nomination
of
a
State
ticket
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 94Vji« .05)4
are determined to down the Knightsof Labor, upon the Iowa Teachers’ Association, in
.92 © .93
No.
2
Red
..............
and feel confident that they will succeed, taid the form of a resolution censoring the was called at Topeka on June 18. A moan officer to-night:“We have driveu the order
tion to include an anti-monopoly plank in Corn-No. ..................... .63 © .03#
from the railroad,and we propose to serve the dancing at a reception the night before. the platform of the party was discussed at OATH-WnitO .................... .40 © .46
Pork -New Mess ................15.50 ©16.25
miners in the same manner.? The strike, if
After a stormy debate, the resolntionwas length, bat was lost.
CHICAGO.
prolonged, will oause great loss and suffering
to Prime Steers 5.25 © 0.03
irom lock of coal. None of the iron works or withdrawn.
The sixty-eighth general assembly of CATTLE-Choice
Good ..................4.25 © 6.00
furnace-1 have more than a week's supply, and
The High School building at Fergus Ohio convened at Colnmbns on the 1st inst.
Common to Fair ...... 3.75 © 4.50
they depend for their daily supply ou the HeadHoob— Shipping Grades ........ 5.25 © 0.00
ing railroad. It is estimated that the number
Falls, Minn., burned. Loss, $40,000; in- The Republican majorityin the House Flour— Winter Wheat ......... 3.75 © 4.25
of men and boys thrown out of employmentby
.81#© .62#
surance, $16,000.
elected E. L. Lampsou speaker, while in Wheat-No. 2 Rod Winter ......
the strike is 35,000.
Corn— No. 2. .................... .49 © .50
John 8. Marmaduke, Governor of Mis- the Senate the disaffected'Bepnblicanele- Oath-No. ..................... .31 © .32
ment combined with the Democrats in de- Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .28 © .31
THE LAW’S DEVIOUS
souri, died of pneumonia, at Jefferson City
Fine Dairy ........... .20 © .24
feating six of the regular RepublicancauWednesday night, after an illness of /orty- cus nominations. Governor Foraker’s an- Cheehe— Full Cream, now ...... .11#* .12#
Chinese Murderers Once Sentenced to Death
................. .21 © .22
eigbt hours. Deceased was born in Saline nual message takes strong ground against Eoos— Fresh
Are Now Free.
Potato eh— Choice, per bu ...... .8) (t£ .87
Connty, Missouri, March 14, 1833, and was the low tariffpolicy advocated by President Po'Jik— Mess .................
14.75 @15.25
The six Chinese highbinders who murthere reared until 1849, when he went to Cleveland in his recent message to ConMILWAUKEE.
dered a Chinese detective named Lon Yale College. He spent three years at gress.
Wheat— Cash ................... .77 © .78
Corn— No. ..... ................ .47 #<* .48#
Johnson,in 8t. Loots three years ago, have Yale and one at Harvard, and in 1853 he
Gov. Gray’s friends deny that he Oath— No. 2 White ............... .33 © .33#
been released from jail. Two had been received,through the Hon. John S. Phelps, wants to bo Vice-President, and claim Rye— No. ....................... .61 © .06
15.25
an appointmentto West Point. He gradPork— Moss .....................
sentenced to death but secured a new trial,
ST. LOUIS.
uated from the Military Academy in 1857 that his ambition is to represent the State
.82
and under the rulings the Prosecuting AtWheat— No. 2 Red ..............
i© -83#
and entered the United States army, serv- of Indiana in tho United States Senate.
© .48
Corn— Mixed ....................
torney said a case could not be made against
ing under General Albert Sidney Johnston
Oath -Cash ....................... 32 © .32«4
them. The crime was one of the most startPouk— Mess .....................
14.50 ©15.00
until April, 1861, when he resigned and
WASHINGTON.
ling that ever occurred in any city. Poor
TOLEDO.
entered the Confederateservice. In 1884
Wheat— Cash ........ ............ 87 9 .87!*
assassinswere deliberately instructed to kill
he was elected Governor on the Democratic
During December the public debt was ohn— No. 2 Mixed ...............
53 © .54
Johnson, and they hacked him to pieces ticket.
reduced $15,250,000.Tho Government’s Oath-No. 2 White ........ ...... 32 © .32#
while he slept.
DETROIT.
A recent telegram from Wichita, Kan.,
receiptsfrom all sources were $29,325,285, Beef Cattle ....................4.00 © 4.75
Hooh. ............................4.75 © 6.50
Our Granaries.
says: “Charles Green, a cattle dealer from
audits expenditures$10,401),682, leaving a Sheep... ......................... so © 6.60
Chicago elevators contain 5,320,150 ‘No Man’s Land,’ has arrived here, and net gain of nearly $19,000,000.
Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 87 © .88
Cohm -No. ...................... 54#© .56#
bushels of wheat, 1,400,051 bushels of gives some details of the captureand lynch
Oath-No. 2 White ............... 36#© .37
ing of the Kelly family, whose horrible
FOREIGN,
corn, 1,035,045 bushels of oats, 30,001
CINCINNATI.
crimes, published widely a few days ago,
Whkat-No. 2 Rod ............... 89#© .90#
bushels of rye, and 352,381bushels of bar- were as equally atrociousas anything com
London dispatch: “Capt Paynter and Cohn— No. ...................... 53 © .53#
lev. Total, 8,237,528 bushels of all kinds milted by the Bender familv. The Kelly Second Mato Fischer, of the British bark Oats— No. 2 ....................... 84 v> .35
of grain, against 10,485,375 bushels a family left their ranch near Oak City, going Embleton, have been charged at Sunder- Pork — Mess .....................15.25 ©15.75
Live Hooh .......................5.25 © 0.00
year ago. The visible supply of wheat, sooth. A posse of citizens started in purBUFFALO.
44,421,130 bushels; an increase of 173,400 suit, and fonud them fifty miles sonth, in land with the grossestcruelty toward the Cattl* ........................
%j 4.00 © 4.75
crew
of
the
vessel.
During
the
voyage
of
Hooh ................
5.25 © 6.00
bushels. The corn supply was 0,025,2 >8 Texas. The old man escaped, bat the son.
Bill, was hanged, and the mother and the bark from San Frqncisco to Sunder- Wheat— No 1 Hard ..... ........ 90 © .91
bushels; an increase of 265,851 bushels.
Cobn-No.2 Yellow .............. 59 © .60
daughter were shot while the posse was en- land three of the crew jumped overboard
INDIANAPOLIS.
to escape cruel treatment, another suc- Beef Cattlp. ..................
deavoring
to
capture
them."
8.50 © &25
The Crar Opposed to War.
cumbed to his injuries, and a fifth was Hoob ............................5.25 v 6.00
Two policemen of Evansville, Indiana,
A Vienna dispatch of Jan. 3 says: “Offilanded in an almost dying condition. Sheep ...........................3.50 ©4.75
dal declarationsof a decidedly pacific char- being off dnty the other night, were indulg- Paynter and Fischer were both remanded.” Whkat-No. 2 Rod ...............84 0 .85
Corn ............................. 51 **. .52
The latest bulletins of the German OATs-Mixed ..............
acter are expected at an early date. Colone ing themselvesin what they called a tort
34 © .84#
of a lark, and were seen coming out of a
LIBERTY.
Crown Prince’scondition are favorable, Cattle— Prime EAST
Zuleff,who has returned to his duties as
..................4.75 © 5.00
residence at a late hour by OfficerZeigler.
military attache to the Bnssian embassy,
Fair ...................4.00 © 4.60
They started to ran as he hailed them, and no development of cancerous symptoms
8.25 © 8.75
says he found the Czar absolutely opposed in the belief that they were burglars,he being noted.
HQpfl.
5 25 (3! 6.00
to war.”
At
Newmarket,
County
Cork,
five
perfired upon them, killing Officer Smock.
4.25 0 6JX).
Nearly All the Collieries Idle— At least 35,000
Men Out— The Fight to Be a Bitter One.

The formal deoiiion of the Intere-State'
Commerce Commission upon the question
whether the express companies are subject
to the provisions of the act to regulate
commerce was announced Thursday. The
Commission, after describing the different

companies, and was confined almost

wholly to that of railroadcompanies.
Upon all these considerations the commission has thonght best to refer the subject to congress, as in any case of doubtful
jurisdictionit is far belter that the legislative body should resolve the doubt.

THE TOLLIVER WAR.
Peace Reigns in Morehead,Ky., the Seat
of the

Feud

in Whioh Twenty-

two Men Were Slain.
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ILexington (Ky.) special.]

Morehead, Ky., has been prominent before the public during the last three years

because of the bloodshedaud reign of terror in Rowan County and her capital. A
great change has come over Morehead, and
now, instead of the crock of the deathdealing Winchester, can be heard the hum
of industry and the scenes of peace. It
was six months ago when Craig Tolliver
and three of his men were slain by the law
and order men of Rowan County, and today Morehead is not like the same place.
Confidence has been restored, and tho population of the place has increaseduntil
there is not a vacant hoase in the town.
Those who took part in the fight against
Tolliverand his gang on June 22 do not
appear to gloat over their victory in the
least, and treat Tolliver’s friends and sympathizers with the utmost consideration.
In fact, there seems to be little desire on
the part of anybody to renew the fend
whicn has, in three short years, been tbe
cause of twenty men losing their lives. The
widow of Bud Tolliver has made some
threats against Boone Logan, it is true, but
that voung man doesn’t seem to care much
for them. The "fighting'* Tolliversall live
in Elliott County, bnt occas onally come
down to Morehead. While there thoy be- ^
have themselves, and do not try to ran the
town as they formerly did.
The twenty men who have been killed
since the Martin-Tolliver feud began in
August, 1884, lie buriei in several qpunties
and in many different graveyards,

.

ComrooD

hUBBP...

Splcjr.

A

little three-year-old Rocklander
went into a market last week, and helping herself to a green pepper tried to eat
it. After she had failed the market-

man asked

her what the matter was-

with the fruit, and she replied, betweensobs, “Vere was a bumble bee in it”

—Middleboro Neica.
r- *-r

M
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SLEEP AND DEATH.
BT ELLA WHEELER WILCOX,

Whm

Bleep drops down beside

Although she wears

my

love and me,
the countenance of a

Mend,
A jealous foe we prove her In the end.
In separate barks far out on dreamland'ssea
fihe lores our wedded souls. Wild winds blow
free
And drift us wide apart, bvthe tides that tend
Tov*ld unknown worlds. Not once our strange

ways blend
Through the long night, while Bleep looks on in
8h*.
© Death, be kinder than thy sisterseems !
When at thy call we journeyforth some day
Through that mysteriousand nnatlasedstrait
To lands more distant than the land of dreams,

my neighbor would bo sure to
be on hand in the even’n’, to see ef the
clothes looked clear an’ clean and ask
how much wages I paid her.
Then she seemed to be mighty keen
on turnin’ my friends agin me an’ me
agin them. She’d pint out their faults
and failin’sto me an’ worn me agin
their doublefacedness. Ef I’d fly up
mad an’ take their part, she’d make
some seek speech as this
“Wall, now. Mrs. Rawlins, ef ye ain’t
techy! Who’d a thort it! I wus only
tellin’ ye as a true fi^end what I’d considered it my duty fer to open yer eyes
wasbin’,

:

‘"By Jehosopnatj oia man, ef

Stranger In the Supreme Court at

it

knock yei
clean into the middle o’ next week.
Seein’ yer plenty old enough to be my
warn’t fer yer grav hairs, I’d

father, I won’t tech ye. but see that ye
prove yer words, or I’ll give ye law to
yer heart’s satisfaction.’
“I expect I belleredthem words loud '
enough fer everybody to hear, ’cause I
wam t in the right sort o’ mood to be
soft an' sweet spoken just then.
“‘Boy,’ ses Filkins,T wouldn’t say
nothin’ to harm ye or Melviny, no, not
fer tho world, ye know that, and when
I said what I did jest now, it was ’cause

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

Washington.

—The Jackson Carpenters’ Union has 9
“The apparel oft porclaims tho man,"
He was judicious in not membership of 100, and is in sn excellent
substitutingalways for “oft. . It has financial condition.
boon found that tho finest bird is not
—Work has been stopped on the Jackalways tho one that weArs tho finest
son gas well. Tbo flow of money stopped*

said Polonius.

"

feathers.

Years ago tho staid citizens of Washington were surprised one morning ut
the appearance of a strange figure in
their streets. Ho dressod in a pair of
old corduroys,ripped at the anklo for
convenience in rolling up, a drab overcoat, much tho worse for wear, with
several capes, worn out, untied shoes,
and a “shocking hat."
Solemnly he walked the streets,six
feet in height, leading a little b nok
rough-hairedmare, her tail matted wi.h
burs. A pair of small saddle-bagshung
over tho saddle, in which were stuffed
papers and crackers and cheese. Stopping at an obscure hotel, he put up his
mare and relieved himself of his “top
coat." Into one of tho pookota of a
short gray linsey roundabout he stiffed
his lunch and into the other a bundle
of law papors, tied with a hemp string.
Inquiring the way to tho supreme court,
he walked forth, the wonder of the negroes and idle boys. Arrived at the
court-room, ho saunteredwithin the

which was the principal cause.

—Andrew

Milton, of Medina, is an all-

day whittle* and is getting rich at

it He

has jnst completed his 18,400thax-handle.

—Some boys placed a board on the railroad track near Waldron. It ditched
the hand- car, and injured one man. No

I b’lieved it; though I’m thankful
enough fer yer sake that there ain’t no
To my old friends she’d say
arrests.
“’Twould be doin’ Mrs, Rawlins a truth in it But it’s the community
—George W. Brown, a wealthy citizen of
kindness not to do no visitin’ to her talk; my wumman brung the news
Schoolcraft, was found dead the other
house. What with her big fam’ly an’ home from the sewin' society yistiddy.
morning in his barn, his throat cut from
he hedn’t been out o’ the house fer
the chumiu’s an’ everything to do, she
can’t keep baked up and she’s so mor- more’n a week, seein’ she’d lied the inear to ear, and a razor by his side.
BY A. CERES FRITSCH.
tified ef she’s ketched when her table fluenzy bad, an’ to the society the
—Blodgett A Byrne, Mnskegon, have
wimmin talked it over as ef’twas a old
Me and Seth lied bin married goin’ ain’t in apple-pieorder.”
abonl 200 men at work in the woods of the
As her underhanded ways an’ tricks story, that ye an’ Melviny are livin’ a
-on ten year. Our married life was
Houghton Lake region, and are putting in
About the average, that is, ’twaa nuther showed plainer to my sight, I got so I jerfeet oat an’ dog life on account o’
logs over a logging railroad. The drive to
that
’ere
city
chap
what’s
been
visitin’
happier nor more onfortunitthan other dislikedher more an’ more. I used to
yer house.’
the river is fourteen miles.
folkses. We hed our rightfulshare o’ fetch deep sighs whenever I see her a
“ ‘Uncle Filkins,’ ses I, ‘ef I’ve bin
trouble, or leastways we thort so; ontil cornin’ toward the house. Seemed as
—Major W. W. Van Antwerp, postmasour new neighborsmoved into the house ef I’d give worlds to shake her off an’ too hasty, I’m sorry, but ’twas enough
ter of Jackson, Commander of Edward
tcrost the way. Arter that, me an’ my be free from her sneakin’ and peakin’ to rile up enny man. But it beats me
Pomeroy Post, G.A.R., a Knight Templar,
man wus party well agreed that our an’ tattlin’,but ’twas as ef I couldn’t who ha’ hatched out that piece o’
and associateeditor of the Jackson Patriot,
•measure o' trouble was more’n rightly never find the right way nor time, bein’ slander an’ how it could ha’ started
-orter fall to our share, that it was natterelly ov a timid dispersishun an’ without nothin’ but that innercent bar, took a seat, and bdgun munching died recentlyof cancer of the liver.
visit to build on.’
•heaped up an’ runnin’ over.
afraid to stand up fer myself.
his bread and cheese. The lawyers and
—A petition has been forwarded from
‘That ain’t hard to account fer,’ spectators smiled at tho awkward counMind now, when I say our neighbors, But as the old sayin’ is, there’s a
Alpena to the Governor asking him to parI don’t mean the hull on ’em, not him end to all things; an' the end to Mrs. says Filkins. ‘It leaked out in the fust tryman on his first visit to the capital.
nor the young ones, they wus well Possumnose’s mischiefmakin’ to our place that Mrs. Possumnose told her Soon a case was called which seemed to don James McCauley, who was sentenced
man that she’d bin botherin’ Melviny interest the countryman. It involved in 1885 to four and one-half years at State
enough in their way; but her, Mrs. house warn’t fur off.
Pos^umnose.
A friend o’ Seth’s from the city came some about her city visitor’ just to hev tho title to a largo tract of laud lying prison. The crime charged against himThe Possuranoses hed lived near a visitin’ to our house. Ho warn’t no a little fun, that Melviny got badly in the “Green River Country,” of Ken- was robbery.
neighbors to us nigh onto a year before relatibn, but Seth hed knowed him for comflustered au’ acted as ef she’d bin tucky.
—The gavel used by Myron Baker Post,
we got properly acquainted with them. for some time, an’ when he was to the tetched stealin’sheep, ihat she pinned
A Mr. Taylor, of Virginia, a loading G. A. B., Morenci, was made from a block
That is to say, I’d .called there when city last he’d gin him a invite to come ier right down to it, an’ sure enough, lawyer, began his argument by a
before she come away, Melviny as statement of factr.. All at onco tho of cedar cut by Myron Baker at Gen.
they fust come an’ she’d bin to our house ; an’ stay a few days.
but ’twan’t no reg’lar visitin’ acquaint- Ihis' Mr. Reynolds wus a tol’able good as owned up that she did like countryman stopped munching, and Bragg's Mission Ridge headquarters, and
ance. I’d kind o’ At agin Seth goin’ fine-lookin’ man, ’though not by enny Reynolds better nor ye, ’cause he is tapping tho counsel on tho Osck, cor- its shaft from persimmonwood; cut at
there overly much of evenin’s, not that means what ye’d call han’sum, an’ he smart an’ city bred in his ways. Possum- rected one of his “facts.” ’The hwyer Gen Grant’s headquarters.
I knowed enuything agin her, bless yet hed city breedin’ about him, that is, a nose must have told his hired man on it,
paused, frowned at the busybody, ami
—Referring feelingly to the untimely
heart, no ! But ’twas as ef I’d hed a kind o’ easy, polished way that sot ’couse Betsy Sykes, that works to DIrs.
went on. Tho countryman resumed death of Maj. Van Antwerp, of Jackson.
sort ova oncumfertablefeelin’, ora natteral upon him an’ showed off to Starkweather’s, told it ’round to tho eating, and in a few moments again
warnin’ voice like, that kep’ a tollin’ me good advantage. Besides he hed a sight neighbors. Possumnoso’s hired man corrected tho counsel. “I beg the Congressman Tarsney stated, the other
inwardly, that the less we hed to do o’ book larnin,’ Mr. Reynolds hed, an’ is Betsy’s feller, ye know, an’ its court to protect mo from the imperti- day, that jnst before leaving Washington
natterel he should tell her everything
with her the better ’twould be fer us in a amazin’ pleasin’ way o’ talkin’.
nence of that person,” said Taylor, he saw a letter from a citizen of Jackson
Me an’ Seth enjoyed his company an’ le hears.’
the end.
showing much irritation.Taylor fin- stating that Mr. Van Antwerp was ill and
“ ‘In that way it’s found it’s way into
Wall, by- n-by (’twill de a year come done all we could to make his stay
ished his powerful argument, and, then, about to die, and ho desired to be considthe sewin’ society an’ that’s where my to tho amazement of the spectators,
the middle o’ next July), my little boy agree’ble to him.
ered an applicant for the Jackson postmasThe very night he got hero Mrs. wumman got hold on it an’ brung it the ybar, and Ibe judge, tin stranger
wus took sick with the scarlet fever.
tership. Mr. Tarsney denounced the letter
About the same time Seth broke his Possumnose popped in purtendin’to be hum to us.’
rose to reply. His manner was wholly
“An’, now, Melviny,” ses Seth, with changed. He stood as if he had prac- and the author as infamous.
in a dretful hurry, she hed come to
arm a tippin’ over with a load o’ hay.
I felt dretful worretted about both borrow my rollin’ pin. she said, ’cause that determined kind ov a look that al- ticed in that court all his professional
—Justice Jaunasoh, of Kalamazoo, has
on ’em, an’ what with all the work to she’d broke the handle off'n hern. She ways comes onto his face when he’s life. His argument was so clear and
a parrot that he wouldn't sell for its weight
do, an’ them to take care on, I hed my followed me into tho buttery, so’s to made his mind up that he's got to go forcible, and his reply to the opposing
see what I’d baked up, stopped to look ahead with something that goes agin counsel so masterly that the "ar and in silver. On five differentoccasions has
hands an’ heart full enough.
Tho neighbors came in* an’ offered a into the front room to see ef there him, an’ still’s got to be done, “next court looked as though they doubted this intelligent bird saved the house from
being burglarized.Tho last time was on a
helpin’ hand an’ wus kind as could be, warn’t a speck o’ dust to be seen, an’ time Mrs. Possumnose comes in hero I their ears and eyes. Mr. Taylor apall on ’em, but noboddy was more ready out she shooted in hot haste, ’cause jest want ye to tell her that she’s kerried peared paralyzed. Tho perspiration recent night. The burglar got the door
an* willin’ to share my burden o’ trouble then Seth drew up; he’d been to the her friendship just a leetle too fur an’
rolled from bis forehead and face in unfastened,but when he opened it the
an’ set up nights an’ give help an’ ad- deepo arter Mr. Reynolds. She that she’s goin’ to too much trouble a great drops. The rustic ho had sneered parrot asked in a stem and harsh voice,
wouldn't hev him see her for the tryin’ fer to be a true friend to yon, an’ at seemed a legal giant. Every one
vice, than Mrs. Possumuose.
"Hello, there! What's the matter?” The
I wus tetched by her goodness an’ world, she said.
that yo mean to take the heavy an’ oskeq, “Who is he?”
burglar
didn't answer, but fell over him*
Wall, his visit come to a end an’ the preesin’ duties of her friendship off h
took the help she give willinly,’cause
It was Joe Daviess, one of the best
self
in
his
desperate effort to get away.
I knowed I’d be on hand to do the same very afternoon o’ the day he left us; her shoulders,fer good an’ always. An’ lawyer and most eloquent orators of
by her if enny sickness should turn up Mrs. Possumnose come a visitin’to our ef ye won’t tell her, I will."
Kentucky, as eccentric os be was gifted,
—The last monthly Slate crop report is
1 could tell by Seth’s look’s that ten
house.
to her house.
Scarcely one present knew him par- made up from returns received from 856
“I want ye to tell me jest what kind yokes o’ oxen couldn’t ha’ pulled him
By the littles my neighbor worked
sonalh, but all had heard of his bril- •'orrespondents,
representingC50 townships.
herself into my confidence, bo’s to ov a lookin’ man Mr. Reynolds is, ” ses out o' his determination,and I c.ilc’lato liant reputation.
Five
hundred
and
eighty-four of these remostly overcome my inward dislike and she, the fust thing arter I’d took her I ken read his natterel dispersishun
turns
are
from
411
townships in the sonthfear 1 had agin her. She was so kind things off to the bed-room an’ she’d got middlin’ straight Besides, I wus
The Story of a German Mis*r.
worked up myself, which ain’t to be
an’ wi lin’ to do an’help, seemed as cf her log-cabin patch-work a-goin’.
era four tiers of counties, and 136 reports
Children,maype you Imf noticed how
“Wall,” ses I, so kinder sly, ’cause I wondered at.
no sort o’ weather could keep her to
many burdocks vhas growing in der are from 121 townships in the central
Howsumever,’twas goin’ to come
hum fer a day, while we wuz under- loved to set her curiosity on edge, “he’s
gardens und all aroundt on der fields. counties.Wheat goes into the winter in
goin our affliction, an’ as of settin’ up much the same lookin’ as other men, tough fer me to tell my neighbor to
Eaferypody chops him down und pulls poor condition. Compared with average
nights to spell me in nussin’ the sick only he’s got a sight smarter look keep outside my door; yes, tough.
him oop, but he comes pook next year years the condition is reported at 86 per
Seemed as ef I should never find the
about him than some on ’em.”
ones wus only play to her.
all der same, und be vhas sooch a nuiscent, in the southern counties,86 in cen“I s’pose ye mean that he’s smarter right words to tell her in, not hevin’ no
It’s true, I begin to disciver afore a
ance dot peoples get madt und shwear.
tral, 93 in northern, the average for the
great while that Mrs. Possumnose made lookin’ than yer man an’ mine," ses grit materrelly.
I shall now tell you der shtory of how
But I was helped out o’ my diffikilty
©ur bizness her own more’n wus neces- she.
Mate being 87 percent. One year ago the
dot burdock come aboudt.
“Mebbe I do, an’ mebbe I don’t,” ses sooner’n I hed expected,fer jest as Seth
aary, nor agreeableto me, strictly
Vholl, onoe upon sometimes a man figures to. the southern countieswere 95;
hed got through talkin’ who should pop
apeakin’, an’ I hed good reason to mis- I
lif near Bremen, in Shermany. , He tor tho northern 102, and for the State 97.
“I should think ye’d like him better in, but Mrs. Possumnose.
trust that all the doin’s and sayin’s in
vhas an oldt man, and he vhas a miser. Compared with November 1 there is a lose
“Be ye most dead?” ses she, the fust
our fam’ly was kerrid off to the neigh- than yer own man, seein’ ye take so
He goes hungry and in rags, und he of 7 per cent, in the sontborn counties, 4
thing, ’cause that’s what she most albors an’ talked over, an’ more put with much stock in smart men,” ses she.
sbleops on der floor und dean’ care how in the central and 3 in the northerncoun“Yer gittin’ off the straight track,” ways said, when she’d find me to work.
'em an’ changed ’round till ’twould
mooch his pones ache. He vhas werry, ties. This loss in the condition of wheat
“N-o-o-o,” ses I, in a kinder hesitatin’
make yer eyes stick out o’ yer head to ses I, “never meant to say that”
werry rich. He can buy oudt our City
“Wall,” ses she, “but ye know his sort o’ way, fer I dreaded what hed to
hear 'em told over.
is due to continued dry, cool weather during
Hall und haf some money left Ho
’Twan’t long afore little thinjs I’d hands is white an’ soft an’ he’s so kim be said, wuss’n a boy dreads a lickin’.
November.
The condition of live stock is
lends money at twenty per cent, inter“What’g happened, old gal, tonight!”
said to Mrs. Possumnose wus brung o’ diff’runtbehavin’ from the men
quite up to the average. In sonthern counest, und he turns poor peoples oudt
back to me, twisted into such a shape ’round th..se parts, an’ he wears a white ses she. “Ye ain’t yerself, thot I ken
door und vhas so hardt in his heart dot ties horses are 97 per cent., cattle 94, sheep
that I couldn’t hardly tell they wus my stovepipehat; that makes him look so see."
eaferypody hates und vhas in fear of 96, and swine 95. Acres and yield of pota“Oh, nothin’ much," ses I, though
kind ©’stylish, ye know.”
own story.
him.
toes in 1880, from the first footings of the
inwardly
I
could
ha’
boxed
ray
ears
fer
“Yes,” ses I, “but all that’s to sign
I begun to wish I’d never giv’ her no
Now, I tell you, shildron, it vhas no Supervisors’returns,subjectto further reohance to come among us, but seein’ must go to lovin’ him,” an’ I begun to bein’ sech a coward. I don’t b’lieve,to
good to spend all your money und pring
this day, sure as I set livin’ afore ye,
she’d bin so kind an’ helpful when we’d feel oneasy an’ narvous like ; ’cause
fision, show a total area in the State of
oop in der poor house vhen you vhas
that I could ever haJ told her what I
hed sickness (’cause, let her be which- see what she was a drivin’at
119,963 acres, and a total yield of 11,146,oldt und feeble; but nopody likes a
, over way she might in other things, I
“Oh, well,” ses she, “yer a good ways knowed it ray duty to be told, an’ I
man who vhas so stingy dot he goes 051 bushels.
reckon
Seth
thort
the
same,
’cause
all
shall alwa’s stick up for her there; from lovin’ him, I ain't a foard to bet.
hungry and ragged. It vhas shust ash
—The annual conventionof the Michishe’s a fust-rate hand in sickness.)
You hadn’t ortor be so tetchy, ’cause ye on a sudden he blurted out
“Nothin’much has happened,did ye wicked to be stingy as extravagant.
It seemed hard to turn agin her an’ know, we are such friends.”
gan Sunday-schoolworkers in Kalamazoo
Vhell, to go on, dot rich oldt miser
A fortni’t or so arter that, Seth came say, Melviny? Ef that’s nothin’ much,
break her o’ cornin’ to our house an’
was largely attended. Rev. Kendall
has
a burdock grow in his garden, it
nosin’ ’round what didn't consarn her. home a burstlin’ with madness. He’c what on tho Lord’s footstool is?”
vhas der only one anypody eafer sees in Brooki welcomed the two hnndred deleI see then that the hard piece o’
'Twould ha’ seamed so much like as of bin down to the postoffice arter the
Shermany, und der peoples belief dotder gates to the hospitalitiesof the city, and
I’d hed a ongrateful dispersishunan’ mail an’ there’s where he laid in his work that I’d bin dreadin’, was a goin’
leaves vbill cure all diseases, One day ; Rev. W. Gardner, of Albion, responded
to bo took off’n mo, an’ I wus on hand
wusn’t no hand to rec’llect past favers; stock o’ righteousantrer.
a poor woman mit a sick sbild comes to
on behalf of the delegates.In the course
quick
enough
to
shirk
it
off
onto
Seth.
“Look
here,
Melviny,”
ses
ho
to
me,
an’ of all failin’s,preserve me from
dot place, und begs und pleads mit der
of his remarks he alluded to the magnitude
I turned an’ cleared out, scampering
"ef ye don’t make that possum over
that.
old miser for one leedle leaf to cure
Wall, as time went by, Mrs. Possum- there keep her nose out o’ this here off up stairs fast as ever my feet could
of the work of which this association is
carry me. Down stairs they wus a her sbild. Does be gif it to her? No! a factor. There are 18,000,000 children
nose worked heiself into our family place, I will; hang me ef I don’t!”
“What’s happened,” ses I, “what havin’ it hot an’ heavy, os I could hear He vhants money, und if she can’t pay, enrolledin the Sunday-schools of the
consarns more on’ more, an’ it seemed
dot shild may die. Der poor womans
makes
ye so riled up? Why, ye’re as without tryin’ to listen’ and afore long
like as ef I wus entirely helpless to
cries und sobs, bat it vhas no goot, und i world, 9,000,000 of whom are in the United
prevent it. ’Cause why? She couldn’t red in the face as a old turkey gob- I heerd the kitchen door slam. I
looked through the winder jest in time begins to pray. Rooty soon a leedle ; States. In Michigan there are 3,200
take no slight hint, an’ to come right bler!”
old mans comes oudt of der bushes und schools, 34,600 officers, and a total memto see Mrs. Possumnose makin’ tracks
“Who
wouldn’t
be
red,”
ses
Seth,
aout an’ tell her in plain talk that I
Close, close together let our spiritsstay,
else, with one swift stroke, annihilate I
—Zijjpincott'i Magazine.

to.”

Or

:

MRS. POSSUMNOSE.

.

:

bership of 278,200. There ore 606,000
lively as could be. Her striped says:
"How vhas dis? Who makes you young people in the State, however,leavshawl
an’ blue gingham apern was a
snortin’ powerfully.
weep und pe sorrowful?”
“I hedn’t do more’n sat foot into the flyin’ in the wind, like the star-spangled
agreeable to me, I hadn’t the grit
ing upward of 400,000 not reached by the
“Dot old miser won’t gif me some
banner to the battle o’ Bull’s Run,
office, when up comes old man Filkins.
Seth said to me, sea he :
Sunday-school. The influenceof these
burdock
to
safe
my
sliild’s
life,” she
“ ‘Wall, Seth, my boy,’ ses ho, he al- when the Southerners was arter ou?
“Why on airth don’t you put a stop
| organizations for good was shown by the
tells him.
'
to her peekin’/ an’ sneakin’ an’ askin’ ways calls me that, seein’ he knowed
“Oh— ah— I see! Money vhas of report of the warden of the Jackson prisShe noedn’ ha’ run so, fer there
questions an’ makin’ ye tell what ye me from a baby, ‘I pitty ye, indeed that
warn’t nobody a pursuin’ her, but I more walue dan human life, vhas she? ! on, which shows that only three per oenk
don’t want her to know? Ye might’s Ido.’
reckon the state o’ her feelin'swas sech Und we haf only one burdock, nnd she of its inmates had ever attended Sundaywell do it now, afore she’s got ye into
“ ‘What fer !’ ” ses I.
vhas in der hands of a miser ! WoBcheol. Jackson lends in the number of
eorno trouble or other, ’cause she’s a
“ 'Don’t pertend ye don’t know what that shecouldnt go slow, nohow.
An’ from that day to this I’ve never mans, wait a leedle bit”
’ mischief-maker,that’s plain to be seen,
I’m drivin’ at, why, it’s all over this ’ere
Sunday-schools,having 124; Kalamazoo
Und he goes py der gate nnd holds
an’ the only reason she wus so neigh- community an’ ye’ve got most folkse’s hed no occasionto fetch a sigh ’cause
next, with 89. Three connties were not
oudt his arm so, und says;
borly when me an’ Johnny wus sick is sympathy in yer heavy affliction,’ ses ray kitchen door wus opened by “My
represented, and most of the reports were
“Hoky-pokey
! presto shange ! Let all
Neighbor*”— Fonkee Blade.
that she wanted a chance to make ye old Filkins.
der money in dis house torn into bar- favorable, although the ratio of memberbeholden to her, bo’s ye couldn’t shake
“‘Pity! sympathy!’ses I, T den’t
_
ship in proportion to populationhas deA New Word.
stand in need on’t, as I know on. Can’t
her off.”
And, shildren, shust as true as I vhas creased in four years four per cent. The
I could see all that without Seth’s ye say what’s up?’ ”
Mr. Simpkins took home a dog. His
here pefore you all, dot money come
enrolled report showed 247 persons on the
‘Boy,” ses he, ‘ye’re actin’ like a wife met him at $ho door with a broom.
p’intin’it out to me, but as I said afore,
running oudtdoors and vhas turned in'o
I couldn’t muster up the spunk to let man, bearein’ yer trouble without no
books, of whom 78 are ladies. 118 laymen,
“I won’t have any dog here,” she
big nnd leedle burdocks, und der poor
her know it Ef ever a wumman paid flinchin’nor no whinin’, I respect ye all said, decisively.
and 53 clergymen. The Treasurer’s rewoman’s shteps on ’em as she vhalks
dearly fer neighborlyhelp an’ sympathy the more fer it. But it must be hard • “But, my dear,” remonstratedMr.
home. Dot oldt miser gifs one big yell port showed a balance on hand of $227.65,
that’s bin giv’ her, that wumman wus fer ye, what’s thort the world an’ all S.. “he’s a genuine Skye.”
and falls deadt, nnd dot vhas der last the first report ever given showing the asme. Ef there wus onoxpocticd omp’ny o’ yer wumman, to see her head turned
“Well, he can’t go skyeandering
of him. So you now see why burdocks sociationout of debt. The following officome upon me, Mrs. Possumnose must by that city chap. Yes, it must be a ’round this house,” said Mrs. 8., giving
vhas so plenty nnd money so scarce, cers were elected for 1888: The Rev.
pop in along about supper time to see bitter pill, to see the mother ov your her remarks emphasis with the broom.
nnd yon may peliove he vhas all right, WashingtonGardner, Albion, Fresident;
childrin
set
ye
aside
for
t’other.
An’
it
how the tea-tablewus got up, ef me
— Detroit Free Press.
Eafery burdock comes from dot one,
E. W. Miller,Big Rapids, Recording Secan’ Seth hed bin Ito town a tradin’, she must be a agonizin’an’ jpindin’ worm
unddey
grow all abondt ns dot der
•
Day
began
at
sunrise
among
most
N
of
must come in the fust thing next that’s gnawing into ver vitals,when yer
retary; M. H. Reynolds,Owosio, Statisticlesson of charity may cafer pe pefore
mornin’ to find out all about what we’d wumman what’s bin yer pardner so the Northern nations, at sunset among
our minda.— CfarJ Dunder, in Detroit al Secretary;W. C. Reid, Jackson, Treasbin buyin’ an’ how much we’d paid fer menny years an’ has got her fam’ly the Athenians and Jews, and among the
.
r - .....
Free Press,
Romans at midnight
’
Ik Ef I hired a wumman to do a day’s mostly raised

oould see through her game an’ that
her company was a-gittin* to be dis-

slingin’

himself onto the settee an’ hum,

boys.

docks!”
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deef.but I eat mutton because

Is

For the Clothing Store

they neglect their own affairs, and grow
old with pain, forgetting that a bottle of
Balvation Oil will cure all.

JOMMAR

sheep.” “

is

Balk

Vick’ i Floral

of reserved seats for Ell Perkins'

Who

Guide.

STORE
CRANDELL’S
New Goods! BAZAAR
-AND

DYKEMA

BRPMAN &

0.

have the largest and best stock ef

FALL AND WINTER

lecture will commence at

Breyman's on
next Tuesday morning. Secure seats

JLT-

MEW

G“Enterprisesof great pith and moment”
are so engrossing the minds of men, that

Jew, “eat venison

rich,” said a

because U

1888.

7,

HOI

He was selecting presents for bis girl
before Christmas. He bought an amber
comb, a box of caramels, and a bottle of
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup, and showed him
self thereby a right sensibledude.

On Eighth

SON,

You can obtain

A silver lining to every cloud! With
I Dealers in
the short dull days of early winter come
the cheery holidays and Vick's beautiful
early.
annual, and lol spring already appears
not far distnnt. We can almost see the
List of lettersremaining in the post
greening grass and the blooming flowers.
•office at Holland Mich., Jan. 5, 1888: In the way of Catalogue, Vick’s Floral
In the City.
Guide is unequaled in artistic appearance,
Clocks,
Riss Ida Person.
and the edition of each year that appears
J. G. Yah Pdtten, P. M.
\ simply perfect is surpassed the next
Solid
When we pick up the Holland Newssi New and beautifulengravings, and three
In all grades, styles, and at all prices.
.Jcolored plates of flowers, vegetables, and
Spectacles, Etc.
we look for a fringe of hair around the'fR^ain, are features for the issue of 1888.
edges of the paper. What’s the matter Its lavender tinted cover, with original
with trying the water on a ream of papej/ designs of most pleasing effects, will enhave just occupied ouf
sure It a prominent place in the household
—Luther
*
We
have the largeststock of Fur Caps in
store
the corner or
and library. It is in itself a treatise on
the City. A big line.
Last Saturday evening the following horticulture,and is adapted to the wants
and Eighth Streets,
of all who are interestedin the garden or
officers of Holland City Lodge, No. 192,
house plants. It describes the rarest Gent’s
and will be pleased to see the
1 0. 0. F., were installedfor the ensu- flowers and the choicest vegetables.If
people
of Hollaud and vicinity
ing term: 0. Breyman, N. G.; C. Blom, you want to know anything about the
garden, see Vick’s Floral Guide, price Everythingsold at the closest possible at any time.
are selling
V. G.; W. Zeeb, Sec’y; .lobn Hummel,
only 10 cents, Including a Certificategood
prices, We are bound to sell to all.
Goops cheuper than ever and
Treasurer.
for 10 cents worth of seeds. Published by
James Vick, Seedsman, Rochester, N. Y.
Call and See Us !
intend to give customers their
Ah exchange defines a bum, a bomb,

HATS

Furn-

TOILET-MANICURES,

ALBUMS,

and Plated Ware,

new

WORK BOXES,
JEWELRY,
CLOCKS,
SLEDS,

HOSIERY,

on

PRETTY TOYS,

Market

VASES,

Furnishing Goods

AND UNDERWEAR.

-

-

und

boom

a

“A bum

as follows:

one

JONKMAN & DYKEMA.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral cures colds and
who is always busted; a bomb is one that coughs; an unequaled anodynb expectomay bust at any time, and a boom is rant.

something that

is pretty

sure

is

to bust at

A Woman’s

Holland, Mich., Sept.

-

Thk
on its

successful competitor, the Detroit

Journal,
to

-----

News has declared war up-

Detroit

and has sent peremptory orden

news agents and dealers throughoutthe

them that

“must drop
the Detroit Journal." This boycott is
state, telling

they

proving a bonanza for the Journal,

Boots and Shoes
- -

“Another wonderfuldiscovery has been
made and that too by a lady in this county. Disease fastened its clutches upon her
and for seven years she withstood its
severest testa, but her vital organa were
undermined and death seemed imminent.
For three months she coughed Incessantly
and could not sleep. Bhe bought of us a
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor
Consumption and was so much relieved

AT

mines and mountains, oceans and
rivers, with its shipping, steamships,

it,

and get ready

The

gw

gidvtttwracttts.

FANCY GOODS,
GLOVES,
And many

other things too numerous to
mention and all sold at astonishingly

LOW PRICES!
Call and see us and

-

AT

We

8. R.
.

Holland,Mich., Dec.

for

CRANDELL.

16,

0. BREYMAN.
Holland Mich., Aug. 18 1887.

188.

46-tf.

SPOONER
PAT. COLLAR
a
Horse.

any Horses Neck.
Has two rows of Stitching,
Will hold Names in place.
Non* Genuineunless stamped
with our "Trade-Mark."

Prices.

ASK YOUR HARNESSMAKER FOR THEM.

$3J SHOE

S500

REWARD

!

on hand.

w*r

have the Celebrated

GRAY

don’t see what

for it.

have some very fine novel-

-

In the city, always

I

you

Adjusts Itselfto

Honest

BEST

if

you waot ask

Honest Goods

BROS.’

purely vegetable,and never fall to give satisfaction. Largo boxes contalolug 80 sugar coated
pills, 25c. For ssie by all druggists.Beware of
counterfeitsand Imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN 0. WEST & OO., 802 W.
Madison street, Chicago, III.

SHOE

Ladies. Call and see them.

Repairing promptly and

to enter into its possession.

neatly done.

Roll of Honor of the “Marsilje

Bchool” for December. The

COLLARS,
CUFFS,

Cannot Choke

Health is impossible when the blood is
impure, thick, and sluggish, or when it is
railroads and telegraphs, with its millions
thin and impoverished. Such conditions
of darkly groping men, and all tbd science give rise to boils, pimples, headachesand progress of the ages, will soon be neuralgia, rheumatism, and other disor,
given over to the boys of the present age, ders. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla purifies, invigorates, and vitalizes the blood.
boys like you assembled in school rooms,
Believe

J

E. HEROLD’S.

its

them!

Call early and make good
purchases and be assured of

ties in Jewelr

for the

and look abroad upon your inheritance,

money’s worth.

good bargains.

Discovery.

on taking first dose that she slept all night
majority of people do not like the idea of and with one bottle has been miraculously cured. Her name is Mrs. Luther Lutz.”
being dulldozed.
Thus write W. C. Hamrick & Co., of
Shelby, N. C.— Get a tree trial bottle by
Boys, did you ever think that this great
Yates & Kane in this city, or A. De Kruif,
world, with all its wealth and woe, with Zeeland.

or playing without

1887. U-ly

THE FINEST

some time or other. They are all dangerous things to fool with.”

15,

We

kinds

HANGING LAMPS,
GLASSWARE,

We

lance.

of all

ishing Goods.

Watcies,

and CAPS,

'

HOUSEHOLD

ARTICLES, and

FOR MEN AND BOYS

-OYERCOATS-

NOVELTIES

as well as useful

CLOTHING JEWELRY,

St.,

NO.

following

46,

E.

are tne names of the pupils who were not

Just Received

EIGHTH STREET.

Holland. Mich.

HEROLD

A Large Stock of

Oct. 20, 1886.

tardy or absent: Eva Cosier, Vinnie Har-

rington, Ida Johnson, Wirtie Lockhart,

ps exist in thons

Trudie Marsilje, Josle Peterson, Mary
Van den Beldt, Theo. Van fler Heide,

i/JjlJLil the marvels of invention. Those
who are in need of profitablework
that can be done while living at home should at

Mirtie Welch, Willie Bekman, Tina Mar-

Dana

cus,

E YATES. M.

L

The following
who drew cards

OBSTETRICIAN.

good behavior: Grade Huntley, Ger-

Van den

tie Bidding, Gertie

Deur, Lizzie

Van der

D.,

Harrington.

are the names of those
for

ut are surpassedby

Van

Heide,

'AESTHETICS,

Coster, Eva Ellen,

Kamper, Margie Eamper,
William Balgoen, Georgie Welch, Mirtie
Welch, Lora Welch. Names of the pupil
who drew prizes for good work duri
ailjc, Garrit

H.

J.

Rose

NilMnk,

Proprietor of Ninth Street

(Chloroform or Ether),

and Feed

Livery, Sale,
Administered whenever requested by patients.

term: Allie De Frel, Gertie Hlddin

STABLE.

When

F. Stahtoh,

Teacher,

Advertisingis Wanted.

ously funny as a newspaper advertisement.

ject

It is out,

49-8i.

last and all-lhe-limeob-

of an advertisementis to draw cus-

tom.

was

and never

not,

will

till

the busy season

ofl,

and then he rushes

der

Yen,

Co.,

FINE

HAVANA CIGARS,

Office

and Factory Eighth Street,

HOLLAND, -

MICH.

4o the newspapersand puts in Ijls adver-

tisement. When the dull season

ture Frames,

gets

to sell goods so bad he can’t pay rent, he

takes out his advertisement.That
headed merchant puts

have addeo to my business that of

LESS THAN ONE

UNDERTAKING

etc.,

Bros.

and

scoops all the business, while his neighbors are making mortgages to pay the gas

you

couldn’t

stop people from buying everything in the

door,

you planted a cannon behind the
and that’s the time the advertise-

ment

Is sent

stole if

makes

out ou

its holy

6.

Van Patten & Sons.
Our Stock of

BOOTS,

CENTADAY

Good Horses and Carriages of ail kinds and a
first-class Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
my place of business.
Attention and courteoustreatmentcan be relied upon.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuan
of
J. H. NIBB BLINK.
Hoiland, Mich., January20 1887.

same.

-GROCERIESA

and keep constantly on band

mission. It

work for the advertisement,
for a chalk-mark on the sidewalk could
do all that was needed and have a half
holiday six days in the week; hut who
wants to favor an advertisement.They
are built to do hard work, and should be
sect out iu the dull days when a customer
has to be knocked down with hard facta
light

and kicked insensiblewith bankrupt re-

NEARLY

A

P»

M“-"

—AND

—

LIPPINCOTT8MAGAZINE, PHILADELPHIA.

Lumber Yard.
B. L. Scott,

Proprietor.

494moi.

Hm revolutionizedthe world
during the laat half century.
Not least among the wonder*
of Inventive progress la a
method and tyalem of work that can he performed
all over the country without separating the workers from their homee. Pay liberal;any one can
do the work; either sex, voung or old; no special
ability required. Capital not needed ; you are
startedfree . Cot this out and return to us and we
will send you free something of great value and
Importance to yon, that will start you In business,
which will bring you in more money right away
than anything else in tl
the world. Grand Outfit
frte. Andress True & Co, Augusta, Maine.

Invention

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

Holland,Mich.. Oct

15.

1887.

ETC., ETC.,

Always have a

large assort-

BARGAINS!

ment of Goods on hand.

........ .

Specialty
Furnitore, Wall Paper,

of Custom Work.

MiM

Deserter,""The Whistling Buor," "At
dr*0* “AL*!m1 of Lot«-m “The Bed Mountain
APPl# **** *** Brl*r Thorn," "The TerraCotta BnsV' “ From the Ranks." "Check and CounterCh««k."wto.. eto. The snbseriptioa price of this ••King
of the Monthlies"
la bat tiuo a year. Sample copy acut
•n receipt of 10 cente In stamp*. Addrsss

fresh by

frequentinvoices.

SHOES,

We make a

Drikrg..'' "Blnflre,"
"Xayou'i Wifc.” “ Douglas Du"

and complete and kept

The best of bargains in

TWO THOUSAND PA6ES

Of the choicest vorka of tb« best American aothors.
Among the CompleteNovala which bava alread r appeared

full

h’

Short
StoriM, Skttcbea, Poomi.eto. Each nnmbtr li complete,
and a volumela iUtlf. Ono year's subscription mskes a
book of

is,

level-

in a bigger one

bill. There are times when

Hiif

.

YARNS, FUR CAPS,

Curtains,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Pic

Elong, and there la no trade, and he wants Seram 12 Comptato Naw Novatl, beildu EUuji,

some of them do, but occasionally a

Grill’s

in Furniture,

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

Manufacturerof

cornea and his store is so full of customers
he can’t get bis hat

Van

Jas. M.

be

designed for any other human purpose.
So the merchant waits

Dealers

&

y

I

first,

Meyer, Brouwer

DEALERS IN

There’s nothing on earth so mysteriThe prime,

‘SAHFRANCICCOXAL.

Van Duran

Coster, Vinnie Harrington,Add/e

Hun’.ley. E.

ATLANTA, OA

ft Lome. mo.

Beldt, Mary

Eva Coster, Willie Plasman, Mirbet Mar-

last

Flannels, Blankets,

succeed

All

der Heide, Christina

Rose

once send their address to Hallett A Co.. Portland, Maine, and receive free, full' Information
bow either sex, of all ages, can earn from $5 to
$25 per day and upwards wherever they live. You
are started free. Capital not required. Some
have made over $50 In a single day at this work.

DRESS GOODS,

C-A-HIKETS,

-REFAIEIITG- Picture Frames, and Oil
Paintings,

Neatly and promptly executed.

HENRY KAMPERMAN, Foreman Sash

VAN DUREN BROS.

aud Door Department,

may

be obtained at the

new

Three doors east of Post-office.

THEADORE BOSMaN,
ing, Matching aud

Foreman PlanLumber Dept.

Hollao'd Mich., April

13,

1887.

18-tf.

For Sale at a Bargani

--

Rough & Dressed Lumber,

OF-

!

A Complete Stock of

i

FDRNITURE STORE

Eighty lots on SixteenthStreet, Jnst south of
First Avenue. They will te sold at a very low
figure. Inquire of
E. J. HARRINGTON.

Wm.Verbeek
ing

in the old postoffice
Eighth Strtet

on

ductions, aLd dragged in with Irresistible
slaughter of prices tefore he will spend a

HIGGINS A SON,

SASH, DOORS, MOULDINGS, &a,

cent. Thai's (he aim and end of an adverlbtfMht, and

donyfry to

if you

ever open a store

get them to come

when they

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Glass, Putty, Paints

and

Oils.

tween the eyes

in the dull season, and

will wax rich. Write this

vou will fall over
to

it

you

down where

Cabinets $2.00 per Doz.
Tintypes, 4 for

25

Cts/

CUSTOM

every day t The time

than you can attend

to already.

OF CLOTHINGI

OUR PRICES.

WORK

look at my 98c. Underwear.
It

draw business Is when you.ftmtibusland not whea you have more busi-

Cali and see us and learn

For the next thirty days f will sell mr itock of
Clothing, Gents’ FurnishingGoods, Underwear,
etc., etc., at greatly reduced prices.

are already slickingout of the windows,
but give them your advertisement right be-

Closing Out Sale

Copying in

all its

Gallery corner of River

Branches.
and Eighth St.

cau'ibe

Promptly done at Reascuable Fricos.
Hollaod, Mich., Nor.

25.

1887.

beat.

E. J.
Holland, Mich. Nov.
41-lyr.

.

We keep

kept^u

a first-class store and
is

no trouble
,

HARRINGTON,

16,1887. Eighth ttreet.

everything

it

show

to

our stock.
WM. VERBEEK.

Holland, Mich., May
*

19.

1887. . 16-lyr

wm

yiflm

has a ppem, "Balboa,”which

Common

Connoil.

well Ulus

is

Commission Mircliant.

Varieties.

trated by Frank Day.

iff!

Other features of the number are a de-

*2*

m''

p.

Offlcellonra:
lO.aoZm.to
*na7-W 1°
ni. Oftca:

jUpstalr* In 8ntton*aiiew bnlMlguj,

Bollard, Mich., Jan. 8rd, 1888.

F. &A. M.
scriptionof "A Girls' Military Company,”
Ooanoil met In regular
A Regular Communication of Unitt Lodoi,
Beal Estate Agency.
written by LieutenantW. R. Hamilton, No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Maaonlc Hall
session and was called to order by the
Holland,
Mich.,
at
7
o'clock,
on
Wednesday
Drags
and
Medicines.
with appropriate pictures by H. A. Ogden;
V'AN WERT, T. R. proprietor Holland Seal
mayor.
erenlDM, Jan. 95. Feb. 22, March 21, April 25,
Ami7'
of *» kind.,
Present: Aid. Harrington,president pro a seasonablestory, telling "Where the MaT 23, June 90, July 18, Annual 15, Sept. 19,
bonvht, sold or exchanged.
'««*•*«««
*
toL
17,, Nor. 14, Dec. 19. St. John, a dayr, June
tm, De Merell, Steketee, Kramer, Kuite, Christmas-tree Grew,” by Mary E. WIU
24 and December 27th.
and the Clerk.
Ty)E8BGKG. J.O. Dealerln Drugs and MedlSaloons.
A. Huirajtr. W. M.
kins; R. K. Munkittrlck’sfanciful atory
O. Bbitmab, Sk'v.
Mm .nCJnpa,rPant" ?Dd 0,,,• Bru*hea, Toilet ArtlMinutes of the last meeting were read
of "The Peasant King”— being the experDLOM, C., proprietor of the “Roae Bud Saloon”
and approved.
*•»
and dealer In liquor,and clgan. River atreet.
X. 0. T. X.
iences of a peasant who exchanged places
The followingbills were presented for
SCHOUTEN,
F. J M. D.. proprietor of Flm
Orescent
Tent,
No.
83,
meets
In
Odd
Fellowa
with a king.
payment, viz:
Hall at 7:30 p. m., on the First and Third Monday
Store. Preecrlptlona carefully OROWN, P , dealer lu liquorsand cigars ol all
kind.. Eighth etreet near River.
of each month. All Sir Knightsare cordiallyin- compounded day or night. Eighth airoet. *
Wm. Verbeek,eat as treasurer,Dec. 1887,. .$22 92
Wnat
Am
I
to
Do!
vited
to
attend.
Cheapest
Life
Insurance
Order
Edw. Vaupell. '• " marshal,
*• 2917
BruWi*tand Pharmacist;a TTUNT R. A., dealer In Winn., Liquor., and
Full particularsgiven on application.
Geo. H. 8lpp, *• '* clerk,
87 50
The symptoms of Biliousness are un- known.
L. D. Balduc, Commander.
F. Van Ry, 4 weeks sal. aa nlghtwatchmau..82 00
Ineaf
U>^k °f K00d" aPPert»,n|ng to the bna- &o?!$?iiorooa'aFin'w'«'
happily but too well known. They differ
W. A. Holliy. R. K
M. M. Clark, fitting door and repairing floor
In Jail ......................................
150 in different individuals to some extent.
Second Band Store.
^iqtUia *n(t bookaellera.
Eaton & Lyon, one record book for Council, 5 90 A Bilious man is seldom a breakfast eater,
F. O. Nye, freight and drayage on hose carl, 9 10
flail joaite.
Jd
n"b
Mmp,,,e' Mr El«1111'
Too frequently, alas, ho has an excelled
8. Sprletama, paid two poor orders, ........3 05
U. Vaapell, paid one poor order ..... ........ 185 appetite for lidulda but none for solids of
Dry Goode and Grooeriei.
Chicago and West Michigan Hallway.
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued a morning. His tongue will bardiy bear
IJKKTSCH,D., dealer (n Dry Good', |ancy
Watches and Jewelry.
on the city treasurerfor the several inspection at any time; if it is not white
Taking Effect Sunday, Oct. 2, 1887.
Goods, and Furnlshlnu Goods, Eighth
and furred; at all events.
amounts.
The digestive system Is wholly out of
13 REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jewoler,and
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
The Committee on Claims and Accounts
order and Diarrhoea or Constipationmay
,i00d,• 0orMr of
to whom was referred the bill of the city
Nl't
be a symptom or the two may alternate.
TOWNS.
treasurer for $466.98, special city taxes,
Mall Exp. Exp. Mix.
There are often Hemorrhoids or even loss
Miscellaneous.
reported bill correct and recommended
of blood. There may be giddinessand
a.m. p.m. ptrt. a.m.
that the bill be paid with the additional
defJer
1,orab«r' ,*tk, shingles,
often headache and acidity or flatulence Holland .............1000 1 15 12 00 4 45
five per cent collectionfees due on tax unGrand Junction ...... 11 30 2 05 1 06 8 05
and tenderness In the pit of the stomach. Bangor ...............
1
1
52
2
17
9
20
1
23
collected before the first day of January
'a £•nera,Merchandlae,
To correct ail this if not effect a cure try Benton Harbor ...... 120 800 2 25 1200
and that a warrant be issued for the
Qmn't
August FUnoer, it cost but a trifle New Buffalo .......... 2 45 400 3 41) 3 10
amount.— Adopted.
Chicago ...... ....... 5 55 6 40 8 40
and thousands attest its efficacy
p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
PETRR 4 co-' general dealer In
The Cott|mitteoon Poor reported pre*nd„Orocerlea. Floor and Feed.
senting thp semi-monthly report of the
FROM
CHICAGO
TO
HOLLAND.
The Century for 'January.
Jndfe.S,0'
Cr0ckor,1“ CI,J’
*'«'»>
Director oFIhe Poor and said committee,
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
Chicago ............. 900
9 10
recommending $30.00 for the support of
Attention is called to the great variety Now "Buffalo ........ 11 35 8 10 1210 4 45
VAN DER HAAR, H., general dealer In fine
the poor for the two weeks ending Januis
strcel Cere8,etC‘
Eighth
in the table of contents of The Century for Benton Harbor ....... 12 30 7 00 1 25 7 50
ary 18th, 1888, and having extended temBangor .............. 1 45 7 55 2 50 11 10
porary aid to the amount of $4.70.— Ap- January. Its subjects embrace an author- Grand Junction ...... 2 05 807 3 12 1210
Dry Goode, Groceries, Crockery.H
proved and warrants ordered issued on itative account of the formation of Lin- Holland ........... 8 05 9 00 185 8 05
p m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
Flour, Provl>loD»,etc. River street.
the city treasurerfor the several amounts
coln’s Cabinet in the history by the PresiFROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
as recommended.
WErh^5: .?• J*." ProPHetor of the Phmnix
fleet's private secretaries, with many unMall. Exp Exp. Exp. Fr’t.
The Committee on Poor to whom was
published letters;Mr. Kennan’s startling
referred the petitions of Mrs. Van Rysel,
p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m
Mrs. Te Slegte,Mrs. Market, Mrs. Reitse- record of personal investigationsof "Rus- Holland .............. 3 05 900 t4 45 9 50
Zeeland ............ 3 13
ma, Mrs. Do Kok and Mrs. Blom for the sian ProvincialPrisons;”an illustrated GranaRapida.
3 55 9 45 5 45 10 40
8 10
remittance of their taxes reported recomarticle on "The Catacombs of Rome” by
Dr. K. C. IViur'a Nbrvr and Brain TreatFROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
mending that the general taxes of Mrs.
Furniture.
a.m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
Reitscma, Mrs. De Kok and Mrs. Van the Rev. Dr. Philip Schaff; lu the drama
Grand Rapids ....... 90u
00 5 15
BROUWER & co.. Dealersin all
Rysel be remitted; also the general tax on a biographicalsketch cf John Gilbert, Zeeland ............. 9 42 12 30 11
11 42
171 kinds of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Panor
lot occupied by Mrs. Te Slegte and that with portraitsby J. W. Alexander; in art Holland ..............9 50 1 15 11 50 6 10
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc.; River St. P
they saw no just cause for remittingthe
'ks:
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
and literature a critique and personal
Dour Mills.
lure Old Age, Barrennew,Lo». of power In either
taxes of Mia. Markle and Mrs. Blom.—
a
m.
p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.
sketch of John Ruskin by Mr. Stillman,
.ex. Involuntary Lo.aee and Hpermatorrhwa
Report and recommendations adopted.
Holland ..............9 55 3 05 5 30 6 10 905
1100 * co- Manufactnrersof canned by over-exertlon of the bmln, Belf-abusc or
Grand
Haven
....... 10 33 3 43 6 30 6 50
with
an
excellent
portrait
for
the
frontisThe Committee on Fire Department re9 45
over-indulgence.
Each box contain, one month*.
The

'

Common

FW'r

CToM™

u

'Yf™
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UuM
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Wealth!

Health

0y8ler•
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f

-

-
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WYJ±

.

’

WAwSn’

1

ported that the Gutta Percha

and Rubber

Manufacturing Company had delivered
the two-wheeledhose cart and equipments
also 500 feet Ajax Hose according to contract, excepting to freight. Total price
for all $543.00. Freight to be deducted
$10.02, leaving balance due $532.08;
which the committee recommended be
paid to said company according to contract.— Report and recommendation
adopted.

piece of the number; in sport “An Elk-

Hunt on

"The Upper Missouri and

Filed.

the Great Falls"

by E. V. Smalley (illustrated); in

fiction

contributions by Cable, Eggleston, Stockton (a sequel to "Mrs. Leeks

Muskegon, 3rd8trect

1 50 i2 10
Ferryebnrg .......... 2 15 12 82
Grand Haven ....... 2 20 12 35
Holland ..............3 0u 1 10

and Mrs.

Holland .............
Fillmore ............
Hamilton ....... I.*.
Allegan ..........

%

Our Daily Bread.

7
8
8
8

P.m.
305
320

9 50

.i.

VAN

DER VEEN. E.. dealer In stoves,hardcnl'ery.etc. Tin and sheet iron ware.
Corner River and Eighth street.

1003
1012
1045

30
4 05

Hotels.

1

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

_

SIM

BOXES

To cure any case. With each order received by u.
for six boxen accompanted with $5.00, we will
.
h
we will
send the puichaser our written guarantee to rerond the money If the treatment doe. not effect
“core. Guarantees Issued only by YATES *
KANE. Drugging Sole AgenU, Holland. Mich.

56 8 35
15 0 0.)
20 005
55 0 45

a.m.

3

WE GUARANTEE

p.m

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

Alesbine”)and many other interesting

features.

p.m. p.m. p.m. am.

L

..d^-O0 * h*’** or »lx boxes for |5.00,
sent by mail prepaid on receiptof price.

• Hardware.

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

drawingsby the younger Inness; in travel

The city marshal reported the collection
of $125.00 water fund money and receipt
of the city treasurer.—

Perryabnrg.... ...... 10 40 3 47 6 40 6 55
9 50
Muskegon, 3rd street 11 05 4 IP 715 7 35 1015

the Plains” by Schwatka, with

KVTpTM,

Si
3 Weels-e

The Street Commissioner reported for
the month of December, 1887.— Filed.

Heavy and soar bread or biscuit has a
GTh.’prfe.S.LeTillThT'oil’r?.'^
Mix.
catcd In the business center of the town and has
vast influencethrough the digestiveorgans
a. in. p.m a.m.
_
ofie ofthe largest anil best sample rooms In the
8 55 5 00 125
upon the measure of health we enjoy Allegan .....
state, Free bus In connection with the hotel.
ilonth.on receiptof
Hamilton....
926 5 85 1215
How Importantto our present happiness Fillmore......
9 35 5 48
piKENIX HOTEL, Jas. Ryder. Proprietor,lo. 112 30
and future usefulness the blessing ol good Holland .....
cated near depot of C. A W. M. R’y. a well
9 391 8 00 12 57
Liberal discount allowed to po.ima.ter., agents
apportioned Hotel. Rates reasonable.
health and a sound constitution are, we
nd clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
can only realize when we have lost them,
Address all orders to
A'lother train, daily except Sunday.
Livery and Sale Stables.
and when it is too late to repair the damRIO
age. Notwithstandingthese facts, thousTJARRINGTON, E. J. Jr., proprietor of HoiHaro N
A1 land City Sale and Exchange Stable, Genands of persons daily jeopardize not only
W.
A“- eral teaming done, cor. Market and Seventh sts.
their health, but their lives, and the
healths and lives of others by using arti- ^^^^^^F^G^CHURCHILLStanonAgent.
Manufactories,Mills, Shops,
cles In tbe preparation of their food the
purity end healthfulness of which they
T?LIEMAN, J.. Wagon and Carriage MannfacManufacturesand sells the
§tar&ets.
toryand blacksmithshop. Also manufacknow nothing. Perhaps a few cents may
turer of Ox Yokes. River street.
have been saved, or it may have been
more convenient to obtain the articles
Produce, Eto.
TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY, A. Self, ProIA prietor,capacity of Brewery 4,000 barrels.
used, and the housekeeper takes the re(WHOLMALB.)
Cor. Maple and Tenth streets.
sponsibilityand possibly will never know
{fZ:?edjri'»™av & i.K^rrinoton.)
Beans. ^rBdtSrJscl.. YTUNTLEY A., Practical Machinist, Mill and
the misenief that has been wrought. Pater
Bgge.Wc: Honey, 9 to 10c; Onions, 70c; Potato*. LA Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on
families may have spells of headache,the
Seventh street, near River.
atraa.
children may have lost their appetites,or
look pale; it so, the Hue cause is rarely
TTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
I have recentlycommenced tbe manafactareof
GiT; m T.* Kan,er#» General Manager. Wlndsuspected. The weather, tbe lack of outMllla, Tanks, etc., a i-pcclalty.
Grain,’ Peed, Eto.
door air, or some other cause ia given, and
(WHOLBULI.)
the unwholesome,poisonous system of
YTUNTLEY, JAS., Arcnitect, Builder, and Con- Platform,
(Corrected even Frida* hu xv n
adulterated food goes on. Next to the
Rlverstre^’0fflce lu Rew Ml11 and factory on
flour, which should be made of good,
Express
17-EY8TONKPLANING MILL. J. R. Kleyn,
sound wheat and not ground too fine, the
IV
Proprietor,Architect and Builder,dealer ia
yeast or baking powder, which furnishes ton SiS.OO; Hay,
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, and Brick, Sixth atreet.
tbe rising properties,is of the greatest Im- We; oata. Slot..; Pearl Barley, $100 ft8! |8 (J'.’
.Ight and durable wagons.
portance, and of the two we prefer baking
R°H Hini0-5?78?ed’ |2 b°5 Whe.t, 'white! PHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Scott,
<8c, Retl Fulls, 78c; LancasterRed, 80c; Corn
a ^propHetor, dealer In lumber, lath, shingles,
powder, and always use the Royal, as we ear, 4oc.
and brick. River street.
I desire also to call the attentionof all owner, of
thereby retain the original properties of
__
RSTirt..
rpHE
CAPPON
&
BERT8CH
LEATBUR
CO.,
Buckwheat,SOc; Bran, IHOOft..,!!;Barley. •
tbe wheat, no fermentationtaking plsce.
0'°Ter wed, V B>.,f5.00;Corn fAo..1*/"",0/8 daughter Sole. Harneas,
The action of the Royal Baking Powder iff.?
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapid*.
a/fio ?i,0() 8>8'’ Corn, .helled,60c;’ Flour!
upon the dough is simply to swell it and
'T'AKKEN
& DE SPELDKR, Manufacturers of
form little cells through every part.

Aid. Harrington pursaant to notice
given at a previous meeting introduced

These cells are filled with carbonic acid
gas, which passes off during the process
of baking.

The followingclaims having been approved by th? Board of Water Commissioners werfi certified to the Common
Council for psyment,viz: P. Winter, salary as engineer,December, 1887, $50.00;
J. Benkema, salary aa engineer, December, $50.00; R. E. Werkman, 2}£ gal. oil
@ 60c., $1.50.— Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer in payment thereof.

The Board of Water Commissioners requeued that the Cily Attorney be instructed to draw up Ike necessary contract
between the City of Holland and the Chi-

cago and West Michigan Railway Company, for use of water irom the '‘Holland
City Water Works” at the Engine House
of said company situated at Holland, in
accordance with the proposition made by
the General Superintendent of said Railway and accepted by the Common
on^Jc
Council of the City of Holland.—Granted.
;

The Board also reported that the work
of extendingthe water main on Twelfth
slreet from Fish to Land street and to the
Engine House of the Chicago and West
Michigan Railway and the replacingof
the wooden suction pipe, from the small
well to the

Pump

House, by cast iron pipe
was completed,excepting a change in the
hydrant which will be made at once, and
recommendedthat the sum of sixty dollars be paid Mr. A. L. Holmes on bis

contract.r-Reportand recommendation
adopted.

an ordinance entitled, "An ordinance to
regulate and license the business of sprinkling the streets within the City of Holland;” and an ordinance entitled, "An ordinance to license and regulate all vehicles
of evflry kind used for the transportation
of persons or property for hire in the City
of Holland.”Said ordinances were refid
a first and second time by their titles and
placed on the general order for the next
regular meeting of the Common Council.

On motion the Council adjourned.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

.
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St. Nicholas for January.

Whittier’sbeautiful poem, telling the
legend of

"The Brown Dwarf

of Rugen,”

T

Eto.

,
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APP&.

AND
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BUGGIES.

Combination &

Wagons,

_

A
wpsmssmiaii
iiro.;
*100 1,...
t'iaS:001 a*:

Sd,

eent,:

TE

The Royal is made from pure grape
acid, and

§twinc2S Dirfftonj.

upon
highly carbonized bicarbonate of soda
it

is the action of this acid

and these
Ingredients are so pure and so perfectly
fitted, tested and adapted to each other,
that the action Is mild and permanent,
find ia continued during the whole time
that generates the gas alluded ;

of

Attorneysand Justices.

A

!i9VL.BR,,S[ff1IN*Builder and Designer of
Buildings. Office on River street.

all kinds of

YYAN RAALTK, B.,

NLhtt..*"* mu:h'W}- COr' Hl"r *I“1
yAN DER VEN, J. M.. Manufactnresthe best
WILMS

baking, and no residue of poisonous

also manufacture

and have them constantly on band.

8ffioke

Pump

manufacturer, and dealerln
T
AgrlcnlturalImplements of all kinds. South
River street.
P.,

f

P

I

dealer in Farm Impla

ti»5r®yVdeaSrMfllw*

ingredients remains to underminethe
health,no heavy biscuits, no sour bread,
OST. J. C., Attorney and Connsellor at Law.
but if directions are followed, every artiOfflce: Post a Block, corner Eighth and
cle will be found sweet and wholeacme.
River Btreelii.

others have added their testimony, so that
the verdict is unanimous that Electric Bitters do cure all diseasesof the Liver, Kidneys or Blood. Only a half dollar a bottie at Yates & Kane’s, in Ibis cily and A.
De Kruli’s Diug Store, Zeeland;

Carriages, Wagons, Cntters, Sleighs. Sole
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
to Horseshoeing
and Repairing. Rlvor atreet.

kinds of Furs.
J.

FLIEMAft.

Holland. Mich. Jan. 18.1867.

Merchant Tailon.

jgRUSSE BROS., MerchantTailors.

Bakeries.

C. A. STEVENSON,

Marble Works.

I^R NBRELL

Successor to

R. N.,

dealer In Granite and
.Monu,nent*'Bedstones, Tablets,
building Work done. Eighth street.

M...,

> Meat Marketer

Dealerln

r\GK. O. A SON. Fresh imd Salt Meats, and
choice steaks always on hand. River street.

U

Bank.

VAN DUREN A VAN DER VEER, First
v Ward Meat Market. Choice meats always
promptlyattended to. Eighth atreer.

on

band.

Eighth street, near Fish.

Clocks and Jewelry,
Millinery.

Barbers.

VAN DEN BERGS

L. A 8. A CO., Millinery
and Fancy Goods. The oldest millinery

establishment iu tbe city. Cor. Eighth and Cedar
streets.

’

Billiard Halls.
Photographers.
.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral ia recommended
It is illustrated by the frontispiece and by eminent physicians, on both aides of
1 Billed8 Parlor^ deSeMn
* YOUNG. Beal cabinetphoto..
d J? made In the citr. CaM and .eo them. VteWa
other drawings by E. H. Blashfield.Mrs. the Atlantic, aa the most reliableremedy Tobacco?. Cor. R| wand
—
na oc'cmn 8l
taken ootsltfe on abort notice. Eighth nlreet,
Burnett continues her fascinating story, for coughs, colds, uuil all pulmonary disBoots and Shoes.
'IT’ ELLER, H.. all kinds of work In the photoorders. Inquire oi your druggist for
J\ graphic line, executed with care and dis."Sara Crewe; or What Happened at Miss
Ajer’s Almanac.
TfBLDRB, J, D., the cheapest place in the city patch. Old pictures cop ved and enlargedto any
Minchin’s”with the excellent illustrations
size. CabinetPhotos 82.00 per doz. Galleryon
JL*. to
and Shoes, River atreet
Eighth St., opp. Nawa office.
Sucklen’aArnica Salve.
by R. B. Birch; and Mr. Stockton conT7AN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boot, and
The
best
salve
In
the
world
for
Cuts,
Physicians.
cludes "The Clocks of Rondaine,” which
Shoes. A large aaeortment always on hand.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever B'ghth
began in the December number.
TTREMERS, H... Physicianand Surgeon. ReaSores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Clothing.
Iv (deuce on Twelfth slreet, cor. of Market 8u
"How tbe Yankees came to Black- Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivewood,” by Louise Herrick, amusingly ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is T> OSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, keep, tbe flee hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p;m
largest nock of Cloths and Ready-made
or
represents the panic caused by tbe capture guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
Clothing In city. Eighth »treet.
Yf ABBS. J. A., Physician and Surgeon. Office
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
IVI at Walsh'. Drug Store.
- Residence,Oarthh
of a Southern village, and has characterFor sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and XTOR^T W., Tailor. Renovatingand repairing of Eighth and Pl.h streets,In houaa
house formerly
forme ocistic sketches by Kemble. Nora Perry A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Micb.
street 0th °R “ *pocial,jr cheap ‘‘ud K0011- Hlyer cupied by L. Sprietsma. Office Honra: 9 to 10a.
will delight nil the readers of- this

'

A

The Verdict Unanimous.
To cram, one’s bead full of knowledge
ty, D. Suit, Druggist, Bippua, Ind„
and tbe stomach full of food, and then
neglect to observe the simplest laws of testifies: "lean recommend Electric Bitnature are tbe unfailing means to induce ters as tbe very beat remedv. Every botnervousness, and constipation and certaio tle sold has given relief in every case.
loss of health. Luxador prevents all Ibis One mao took six bottles, and was cured
of Rheumatism of 10 years’ standing.”
trouble. Price only 25 cents a package.
Abraham Hare, druggist. Bellvllle, Ohio,
Tbe best remedy for the complaints of affirms: "The best selling medicine 1
early chiUftood, such as colic, flatulency,
have ever handled in my 20 years’ experi&c., la Dr. Boll's Baby SyruA, Price 25
ence, is Electric •Bitters, Thousands of

cents. H

ONE DOLLAR.

1

number.

W

—

flno7^?^
Seventh
ee“-

'

ha*

V

Rogers’ Knives, Forks

1

street.

P

-

m.,and3to5p. m.

"...

and

Spoons.

A

large assortment of Gold,

and Steel Spectacles,
Eye Glasses, Etc.

Silver

Repairing of every description done promptly
and carefully.
Store next door to
tV A.

News

Office,

STEVENSON.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 4,

1887.

27-lyr.

m

m

making an example of the men who bate
wrecked the made end defrauded the people at
large. The minority report, .therefore, ls not
accompanied by » proposed MU for Congressto
pass, holding apparentlythat the proceedings
for the forfeitureof the charters must be had in
the courts, and are not within the provinceof
,

A Synopsis of the Seports and Recom-

.

the Presidentwill do with the reports
cannot be ststsd with certainty.He may, of
course, concur with the recommendations
of
either report, or, in his message transmitting
them to Congress,leave the whole matter to
the judgment of that body. It is known that
he has examined both with great attention and
care in the four weeks that they have been In
his hands, and also the voluminous testimony
that accompanied them.

Matter of Prosecutions, Extentension of Time to the
Roads, Etc.
[WMhingtonipeciaLl

$34,164,914.
The

TRADE REVIEW.

The reports of the Pacific Hallway CommisYEAR’S
sion havo been given out for publication.
There are two reports to the President,one
signed by Commissioners Anderson and Littler
and the other by Commissioner Pattison. The The Business Done Enormous— Largmajority report consists of 130 pages. The
est Production of Coal on
larger part is a history of the roads ami of the
Government's financial interest in them, toRecord.
gether with copious references to the testimony
taken and severe strictures upon certain indicated perversionsof their trusts by Gould,
Sage, and other former directors of the Union
The Railroads,the Stock Market, Wool
Pacific,and by Stanford, Huntington,Crocker,
and Hopkins of the Central Pacific.The reand Iron Industries, and
port first takes up the Union Pacific system,
whose obligation to the Government is shown
Hone?.
to be 150,171,993.36.The total funded
debt of the system. Dec. 81, 1888, was
'181,989,127.50(exclusiveof its obligationto
'From Dun & Ca’s Review of Business.]
the United States), of which $33,53^,000was
The dying year has seen 12,724 miles of
prior to the United States sUtutory lion. To
HMure'the'psyment
secure
the payment of this sum and interest, I railway finished,making the mileage for

.

.
show

of

.

,

appended 'table! alio
that
Annual Report of Carroll D. Wright, the chief burden of strikes was borne W. W. Corcoran, the Washington Philan-

by

Chief of the Bureau of

thirteen industries, viz.:

—

.

What

mission.

total loss to the establishment! involved

,

Congress

mendations of the Com-

I

732,653;through lockout!, $3,342,261,or a

of

THE PACIFIC RAILWAYS.

Labor. ^

Boots and

thropist,Celebrates His Ninetieth
Birthday.

— g—9
furniture, 491; lumber, 396; metals and
j

—

f -w—

—

»

.

Details ol Industrial Troubles Occur- metallicgoods, 1,585; mining, 2,060; stone,
ring In the United States for
468; tobacco, 1,929; transportation,1,478.
These represent 89.35 per cent, of the
Six Years.
whole number subjected to strikes.
In lookouts five trades bore 80 per cent
Vast Sums of Money Lost by Both Em- of the whole harden, as follows: Boots
and shoes, 155 establishments; building
ployer and Employe— Success
trades,531; clothing, 273; metal and metallic goods, 76; and tobacco, 226; ora
and Failures.
total of 1,761.

(Washington special.]

_

THIRTEEN THOUSAND.

Commissioner Carroll D, Wright has
submittedto the Secretary of the Interior
the third annual report of the Bureau of
That Is the Number of Miles of RailLabor, which relates entirelyto strikes and
lockouts for the period of six years ended
road Constructed During
Dec. 31, 1886. The report is regardedas
the Year.

(Washington special.]

William W. Corcoran, the well-known
philanthropist,celebrated his 90th birthday on Tnesday, Deo. 27. The occasion

was remembered by his
made the

friends,

whp

day a continuons reception,ac-

companying their visits by beantifnl floral
offerings or gifts suitable for the event.
Mr. Corcoran received his callers seated In
a largo rolling-chairdrawn up by the baywindow of the library, the walls and vaulted ceiling of which are of oak, fleckedhere
nnd there with colors from the stained glass
of the

window throngh which streamed the

bright sunlight.On the lapel of hie coat

of specialimportance, as it is the result of
the first general investigationever made

by

any nation of the facts concerningstrikes
and leokonts for any extended period of
time or for any wide extent of territory.
The report covers about 700 printed pages,
and gives the details of each strike and
lockout occurring in the United States
daring the period named. It exhibits the
the present worth of the debt to the Govern- building next year. The Pennsylvania facts belonging to each industrialtrouble
menCand half of 1 per cent, of the outstanding Company reports a decrease of $179,000 in for each locality where tronble was fonnd,
iiSm^Th^syStom
pay- net eani'uK8 for November, and the Erie a without attemptingto establishor decide
inenta of’a percentage of net earnings is de- decrease of $24,233. The iron industry, the connection Detween them. The followdared to be undesirable, as leadingto endless after the largest year’s output on record, is ing table shows the nnmber of strikesocdisputes and involving inoessant litigation. rapidly cutting down prodnetion,prices,
curring during each of the last six years,
0..LcS"
a/d. at many f inta, .. WnceMarch Indtbe nnmber of establishmentsinvolved.
Concerns
Will, it is claimed, “show that its assets have the average of all grades at Philadelphia
Strikes,involved.
been in former years largely misapplied,and )}a8 declined $1.42, and of rails $6. Sales
A81 ............................
2,928
that its financial ability to meet obligations 20,000 tons Alabama and Tennesseeiron

Kansas Leads, with Nebraska and
Texas Following— Interesting
Figures.
I

Chicago special.]

The enrrent nnmber of the Railway Age
says that the year 1887 has surpassed all1
other years in the extent of railway mileSal
age constructedin the United States.
When, six months ago, the prediction was
made that the total new mileage for the
year “ would not be less than 10,000 miles,
with the likelihoodof surpassing the record
of 1882— the year of greatest railway constrnotionin the history of the country," it
an ............................
was not generallybelieved. Bnt the figures
2,759
who held fiSciLvrelationsto the^orporation."are re ported,but no sales of rails,for which 1883 ...........................
throoghont
2,367 obtained by carefnl investigation
The commission then refers to the decisionof next year s orders cover only 220,000 tons, 1881 ............................
1885 ............................64
2,285 the year and confirmed by officialinformathe United States Supreme Court that neither xhe Western Nail Association lowers card
1686 ............................
9,893 tien, now prove the predictionto have been
theGove rument
rates from $2.25 to $2. The cotton Industhan warranted. The returns show
3,903 22,336 more
^ -ord. for the jeer larger prodact.oe, Totals ........................
that daring 1887 no less than 12,724 miles
misfortune. In consequence of this decision sales, and profits than for 1«86, and the
In 1887, the report says, there were, acof new main line track were added to the
the Commission has insertedin the proposed year closes with an excellent demand, cording to the best information obtainable,
railway system of tbe United States, no
cleaned up. imd many makes 853 strikes, details of which are not availaaccount being taken in this of the hunconsent that as to all causes of ac- sold well ahead. But the woolen manu- ble. The report shows that during the six dreds of miles of side track bnilt, nor
tion existing or to exist against any facture is described as having the years covered by the in vob ligation, New
of the thonsands of miles of main
trustee, director or officer of the most unsatisfactory year it has ever ex- York bad the largestnumber of establishtrack relaid. It is not improbabletnat
company, or
perienced, with business smaller and profits ments affectedboth by strikes-and locksome scattering additions
vet Mr. Corcoranwore hi* favorite flowers— a
Injustice of tbsSSnited States, bring any suit smaller than last year. Enormons impor- outs, there being for the fonner 9,247 and be received; so that it is safe to state that Jacqueminot rosebnd and several odorona
or take any proceedings that shall be directed tations have left a large stock of dress goods for the latter 1,528.
during 1887 nearly, if not quite, 13,000 clove pinks. With a pleasant greeting for
by that department, ana prosecutesuch suit on hand. Overcoatingsare moving fairly,
The building trades furnished 6,060 of miles of new main- line track were eon- each and all, the courteous, white-haired
or proceedings, under its direction,to final con- but flne goodg nt 5 to 10 per cent decline.
the total nnmber of establishmentsen- structed.These are truly astonishing fig- philanthropistsat there snrronnded by his
Bl^e tot2 debt to the Government ot theCen- Coal productionhas been the largeston gaged in strikes. The total nnmber of em- ures. When in 1882, daring a period of family and friends. In responsoto the
tral Pacific Company is $71,79^.524,and the record, but the market closes with some ployes involved ip the whole nnmber of
oustomaryinquiry for his health, Mr, Corextraordinary activity, 11,568 miles of new
Commission propose a mortgage under which excitement, the Lehigh strike continuing, strikes for the entire period is shown to
road were bnilt, it was generally believed coran looked np smiling at his caller as he
the company shall pay the Government | _v;,_ J; —
--- a> — *v... --- ;~
answered that he was feeling unusually
have been 1,318,624.The nnmber of em- that these figures would not again be
the sum of $1,973,240annually until the debt is ers will Blrike Jan. 1. The grocery trade ployes originating*the strikes was 1,020,equaled. In the following year, 1883, the well, cheerily adding, "And many degrees
paid. The application of the remedy to the has been very large for the year, and 832. The nnmber of employes in all esnew construction fell to 6,741 miles; in from being a dead man yet." On a large
Central Pacific RaUway Company Is a difficult ------- ---------activily,------notwitbstandin
-------- g
tablishmentsbefore the strikes occurred 1884 to 3,825, and in 1885 to 3,608 miles. table in the center of the room, with a
task. It is hardly to bo expected that
gner.nlationin coffee and the rise i
act resembling the act submitted in the the speculation in coffee and the rise in was 1,662,045,while the whole number The year 1886 witnessed a considerable re- dozen or more baskets of flowersof every
case of the Union Pacific will be accepted sugar following reports of a decrease of employed in the establishments involved vival of activity and 9,000 miles of new road variety, was a large blue vase filled with
by the Central Pacific. On tho other hand, 362,000 tons in beet product. Provisions after the strikes was 1,636,247— a loss of were bnilt— a greater mileage than in any Jacqueminot and Marescbal Niel roses.
in the
event 01
of »
* refusal to accept. I bold the recent advance. Beef is again a 25,798. There were 103,038 new employes
wo oYoutp
previous year with the exceptionsof 1881 Among these rested a square visiting card,
engaged after the strikes, and 37,483 were and 1882; and now 1887 has witnessed the on one side of which was engraved MMrs.
brought from other places than those building of more miles of railway than Cleveland,"the reverse bearing, in her
insufficientto meet the accruing interest paid | receipts, is a shade lower, but breadstuffa in which the strikes occurred.In
handwriting:
1886 and 1885 combined, and not much less
and to be paid to the United States. I*
have risen, wheat and com about one cent 2,182 establishmentslockoutswere or“For Dear Mr. Corcoran. On this day
than
1885,
1884
and
1883
together.
insufficientto accomplish a repayment of
q,. TrAianrv hsq added 9>714 000
which completes 9U beautifulyears. . With
present worth of the obligation, even at the re- f*™- Ahe Ireasuiy hM added »/H,uuu dered during the period named. In
The following summary shows the detailduced rate
of 3 per cent per annum, for the reauuvoii
•
— to its deposits with banks and $1 ,600,000 these there were 173,995 employes before ed records of the nnmber of lines and the loving wishes, Frances F. Cleveland.
ton that the entire
net earnings
amount
-----------will not ----* to the circulation during the week. tbe lockouts occurred and 169,436 after the mileage laid in eacn State and Territory
“Dec. 27, 1887."
(to 3 per cent ot the present value of the debt
Among the distinguished callers during
It has now increased the circulation lockouts, while the nnmber actually locked
daring
the
year
1887:
The commission beiieve that the enforcement
the
day was Mr. Corcoran’s long-time
of
coin
and
paper
about
$64,000,000 out was 159,548. There were 13,976 new
of the government lien would result as a gift of
No. lines.
No. Hues. M’ls.
friend and oentemporary, George Bancroft,
since Joly 1 and $130,000,000 since July 1, employes secured at the close of the lock- Maine .........
the whole amount due the United States.
31 Indiana ........ 9 115 A _
A 1 « fAla !
, The commission propose that the Central 1886. The incompletereturns of clear- outs, and 5,682 were brought from other N. Hampshire.
the historian,who* enjoyed a lengthy chat.
23 Illinois ...... ..18 328
Branch of the Union Pacific,whose obligation ing-house exchanges indicatean aggre- places than those in which the lockoutsoc- Vermont ........... Wisconsin..... 11 363 After Mr. Bancroft’s departure,the latter’s
•to the Government is 13,219,081, executea mortMassachusetts
55 Minnesota ..... 9 196 habit of taking horseback rides was spoken
jgage, under which $113,7£0 shall be paid gate for the year not exceeding $51,0i)0,- curred.
Connecticut..... .’. Dakota ........ 17 760
“It should be remembered, however, Rhode Island ..... Iowa ...........10 352 of, and Mr. Corcoran said he used to enjoy
'annually for ten years, and $130,000annually 000,000, with a gain of about 4 per cent
thereafter until the whole debt is paid.
over last year, out November showed a says the report,“that these figures do not New York ......
97 Nebraska ......17 1,101 horseback riding, bnt he had been unable
The obligation to the United States of the small decrease, and in ' December the de- represent the actual nnmber of individual New Jersey....
15 Wyoming ..... 8 133
to take that kind of exercise for twelve
rBionx City and Pacific Road is $3.384, (»7. A
Pennsylvania . 13 125 Montana. ...... 7 616 years. “I think,” he went on “that Mr.
establishments,or different employes enDelaware .......... Kansas ........44 2,070
Bancroft is too old to ride on horseback,
gaged, as in many cases there have been Maryland .......
18 Missouri ....... 10 554
annually thereafter until the debt is in number, but the large increase of $53,- two or more strikes or lockouts affecting West Virginia.
and I tell him so, bnt I believe that he
53 Indian Ter.... 5 49J
64 Arkansas ...... H 133
does not agree with me.” And Mr. Corco000,000 in liabilities,as follows:
the same establishmentin the same year. Virginia .......
'rbe bills submitted by the commission differ
1887— Number, 9,634; liabilities,$167,- In such cases the establishment and the North Carolina 10 184;Taxaa .......... 19 1,0>5 ran laughed as if he was not at ail offended
from any pending legislation— flret, in tne
South Carolina 7 101 Colorado ....... 9 818
at his old friend’s independence.
methods of computing present value of indebt- 560,944; average, $17,392.
number of employes engaged are dupli- Georgia ........ • 231, New Mexico...
4
eduess ; second, they direct the discount to be
1886— Number, 9,834; liabilities,$114,- cated.” Of the whole number of employes Florida ........ 10 193iNevada ............
computed at 3 per cent, compounded ; third,
644,119; average, $11,651.
involvedin strikes during the six years Alabama ...... 15 5l5|Californla ..... 14 3)8
they add a mortgage to the statutorylieu;
54
99 Idaho .......... 2
The returns for the Dominion of Can- covered by the report,88.56 per cent, were Mississippi....
fourth, they provide for a simpler bond ; fifth,
6
Louisiana .....
05. Utah ........... 1
they give wide range in the Investment of the ada show 1,382 failures,with $16,311,745 males and 11.44 per cent were females. Tenneasee ..... 10 68 Arizona ........ 2
70
_ jy forbid the declaring liabilities; average, $11,803. The failures Of those involved in lookouts daring the Kentucky ...... 8 169 Oregon .........
inking
the
•inking fund; sixth,
six
48
_
from
the earnings
of dividendsexcept
exce
froi --------- - of
-- the
_J
in the Dominion were one in every fifty- same period 68.78 per cent, were males and Ohio ........... 14 155 Washington T. 3 104
An Encouraging Report of the Condition
fiscal vear, and these only after the requireMichigan ...... 13 700
ments of the Governmenthave been met; four persons in business;in the United 31.22 per cent, were females.
Total in 42 States ...................
364 12,724
of Live Stock in the Northseventh, they require the companies to insti- States they averaged one in every 111 perAn examination of the tables appended
RECAPITULATION.
tute suits against'offleersfor misappropriation
to the report shows that New York, Pennwest
No. Lines. Miles.
of the company's funds eighth, they amend the
109
sylvania, Massachusetts,Ohio, and Illi- 3 New England States ...........
Thurman act so as to apply to the existing conTHE SOUTH GROWING.
308
nois represent 74.74 per cent, of the whole 6 Middle States...................
dition of each company.
lOSontbern States ................
1,691
(Chicago special.]
In the second part of the report the commis- Figures Which Show Its Kemarkmble Pros- nnmber of establishments affected by strikes
5 Middle Western States .........
1,631
sion shows the amount of bonds and the quanThe following reports on disease#among
throughout the country, and 90.80 per cent
perity During the Past Year.
6 Northwestern States ............
3,159
tity of land receivedby tbe Pacific roads to be
States ............
5,149 farm stock wUl be published in this week's
The Manufacturers'Record of Baltimore of the lockouts.These five States, it is stated, 67 Southwestoru
as follows
Pacific States...................
648
issue of the Farmer's Review:
prints a review of tbe industrialgrowth of contain 49 per cent, of all the manufacturing
establishments, nnd employ 58 per 42 Of the 47 States— totals .........
“We have endeavored to obtain from oar
12,724
........................riStum «>e South for 1887, which, U wjs.wasiu
corpe of correspondents some reliableincent of the capital involved in mercantile
Central Branch Union Pacific ......... 1,600,w» many respectsthe most remarkableyear
A TWENTY YEARS’ RECORD.
formation as to the prevalence of disease
fiiouxCity and Pacific .................1,628,320 the historyof that section, as more was ac- indnstries of the United States. Of the
For the purpose of comparison we reamong farm stock. Oar inquirieshave had
22,336
establishments
in
which
strikes
ocCentea! Pacific .........................
complishedfor the progress and prosperity
print the following sammary of track-layspecial reference to cholera among swine
WMtern Picifie ........................l.m&o \ o(
t*Un ever before in curred 18,342, or 82.12 per cent of the
ing during each of the twenty years preand glanders among horses, and while full
whole strikes,were ordered by labor orthe
same
length
of
time.
From
MaryTotal .........................
..... 161,023,512
ceding 18«7;
particulars have been furnished ns about
ganizations,
while
of
the
2,182
establishan d to Texas the progress was reLANDS.
Miles.
Milo«.
the former disease, we fear that oar correRate
markable, covering almost the entire range ments in which lockouts occurred 1,753, 1«7 ................
...............2, 'AO
2,249
spondents have suppressed facts relative
Acres, per acre. Amount. of indnstry, and there is scarcely a single or 80.34 per cent, were ordered by com- 1808 ................
2,979 1878 ...............2,629
Union Pacific ........ 11.309,844 $1.25 $14,137,3u5
4,746 to glanders of the horse. It should be
binations
of managers. Of the whole num- 1809 ................
4,615
1879
line of manufacturingor mining business
Kansas PHCiflc ....... C, COO, 000 1.25
'<,59t>,000
6,876 stated,however, that where the latter dis6,070 1880 .........
ber of establishments subjected to strikes 1870 ................
278,200 in which the nnmber of new enterprises
Central Branch U. P. 222,500 1.25
ease exists owners of afflicted animals are
igj ................•£» “g ...............
there
were
temporarily
closed
for
business
54,170
hioux Citv & Pacific. 43,336 1.2 >
reported during 1887 is not Ynore than
................
f,873
apt to do all in their power to keep
1.25 W’WOiOW twice as large as in 1886. Of tbe fourteen 13,433, or 60.19 per cent.; on account of
Central Pacific ....... 8,001.000
................ 4,007
Western Pacific ...... 453,794 1.25
..... ..........
2,117 1«4 .........
3,825 its presence secret, hence oar correspon6g7,z13 Southern States there are only four in lockouts, 62.60 per cent. The average
................
1,711(1885 ...............3.«»
dente may not have been able to learn
duration of stoppage on account of strikes
$32,536,918 which the capital invested in new enterTotal ............. 21,629,531
1876 ................
2,712)1808 ...............9,0jO
the truth as to the prevalenceof this fell
was
23.1
days,
and
for
lockouts
28
days.
prises is not double the amonnt invested
The Railway Age says: Not only is the
disease in their respective counties. A
The results of the strikes, so far as gainTo il bonds and lands ............ .;...$07,16.1,430
jaKt jear.
’aggregatemileage thus shown extraordi- carefnl compilation of the facts furnished
ing
the
objects
sought
are
concerned,
are
Tho report then contrasts the management
The amount of capital, including capital
narily great, but the number of different by our correspondents gives ns the followthi Union Pacific since 1884 with the methods
shown to be as follows:
or Mr. Gould, which are discussed in a manner *toc.k or incorporated companies organized
Success followed in 1,047 cases, or 46. 59 lines constructed is seen to be snrprisingly ing particularsabout stock diseases in the
not to the latttr's credit The Huntingtonman- 1 during 1887, compared with 1886, was:
per cent of the whole; partialsuccess in large, aggregating, after deducting for the different States: Illinois—No cholera in
agementof the Central Pacificia also criticised
48 conntiei;some cholera in 29 counties.
1886.
STATER.
1887.
3,004, or 13.45 per cent, of the whole; and duplicating of roads lying in two or mon
severely.As an evidence of tbe Huntington
management the cost of the Central Pacific is
failure followed in 8,910 cases, or 39.89 per States, no less than 364 lines. Of course Cholera very bad in 7 counties.No ghmgiven at $120,872,52
When the commission Alabama ............... $47,982,000 $19,848,000
the nnmber of companiesbuilding tuese dera reported,but distemper reported
found it was $ 8,901,83],leaving a profit of Arkansas ............... 24.406.000 15,240,000 cent of the whole.
By lookouts 564 establishments,or 25.85 lines was very much less than this; bnt among horses in 6 counties. Wisconsin—
1.659.000
2,786,000,
$62, (iW.OuO, which was paid to Stanford,Hun- Florida .................
No cholera in 26 connties; one county re*
3.599.000 ,per cent of the whole, succeeded in gain- these figuresshow that the new mileage if
tington, Hopkins and Crocker, being voted to Georgia ................. 15.861.000
irte a little cholera,another considerable.
tuem by tbslr own votes. Other similar trans- Kentucky. .............. 40,043,000j 28.401.000 ing their points; 190, or 8.71 per cent., not made up ehiefly by a few long lines,
2.240.000
8,218,000!
actions bid
nttiuuD
are given,
given. The
me cuumiiMiuu
commission onus,
finds, i Louisiana ....... ......
partly succeeded,and 1,305, or 59.80 per but consists of main lines and branches _ so connties report glanders, with one
15,187,00)
8.765.000
while there is no proof of actual bribery, that Maryland ...............
ramifying in all directions and supplying case in each county. Twenty-sixconntiee
774.000 cent, failed.
money and paaaea have been used by offlcialsjl Mississippi ............. 4.771.000
9.767.000
3.676.000
of tbe Union Pacific Company for influencing North Carolina .........
As to causes or objects of strikes, it is facilities for transportationto innumerable report no glandere. Michigan— Twenty1,208,COO
8.895.000
Bouth Carolina .........
shown that increase of wages was the prin- communities and to vastly extended re- three counties report no cholera;3 counties
As to the Sioux City and Pacific Company, Tenneasee .............. 35.661.000 21.240.000 cipal one, 42.44 per cent. The other leadreport some cholera, and one connty re.
5.694.000
the Commisaion finds that none of the require- Texas .................. 16.430.000
What
has
been
Ihe
cost
of
this
years
ports considerablecholera. No glanders
ing
cansee
are
given
as
follows:
For
reducmenta of the act grantingthe subsidyhave Virginia ................ 23.255.000 8.514.000
8.365.000 tion of hours, 19.45 per cent; against re- work? Many of ihe lines have been built reported,but one county reports dis8.260.000
been kept, and that the action of the directors West Virginia. .........
in dividingamong themselves the first mortdaction of wages, 7.75 per cent; for in- through comparativelylevel country, re- temper and one county an unknown
gage bonds of the road was a wanton violation Totals ............. $256,238,000*129,226,000
qniring but little grading and bridge- disease among horses. Indiana — Twentyof the
- crease of wages and redaction of hours,
building; but, on the other band, many eight connties report no cholera;
Tbe minority report of Commissioner Patti- In cotton manufacturingthere has boon 7.57 per cent; against increase of hours,
16 connties report a little cholgra.
son is radically differentfrom that of his asso- 1 «**Aaf aotivitvand aeven tv-seven new mills 10.62 per cent.; total for the five leading other lines have been most costly!*or e**
elates in respect to hls>ecommeudation for the poat actmty» seventy-eeven ne w mms
causes, 77.83 per cent. AH other canses, ample, those over the Kooky Mountains in No glanders or distemper reported.Iowa
action of Congress. His report occupies sixty have been projected,many of them being
Colorado, tbe SouthernPacific extension in —Eighteen counties report no cholera;
pages, and begins with a most sweeping and now under construction. This is the largest 22.17 per cent Disclaiming absolute
Northern California,the Atchison’s Kansas thirty-threecounties report some cholera,
accuracy,
the
report
gives
the
losses
earnest denunciation and arraignmentnumber of new mills ever reportedin one
and six counties report that the disease ii
of fonner officers of the Union Pacific VA„ notion mills are renorted as having of employes and employersresnHing from City and Chicago extension,the Nort era
and the present managementof the Central
^ol,on1““'B.are
Pacific’s work in the Cascade Mountains, bad. Afew eases of glanders are reported
strikes
and
lockouts
as
follows:
Pacific, whoso malfeasance, diversion 0f birgely oversold their production, and many
by four counties, some distemper by two
Losses to strikersdaring the six yean and others. Moreover,several of the commoneys belonging to the stockholdersof the old mills are being enlargedto meet the
covered by the investigations,$51,816,165. panies have purchased costly terminal connties and no glandersin eighty one
mmAm. and
roads,
»nd deliberateand fraudulent
fraudulent
im- I demand tot their gOOdfl.
connties. Minnesota-Forty-sixconnties
facilities in large cities, while nearly all
pairment of tbe Government’sliens are pointed
The industries of tbe South are being Loss to employes throngh lockouts for the have made extensive purchases of equip- report no cholera; three conntiesreport a
out with great particularityand eloquence.He
same
period,
$8,132,717,
or
a
total wage
aays that it is not a question of the payment of greatly diversified as well as increased.
loss to employes of $59,948,882. This loss ment. It is probably fair to assume that few cases of glandere. Kansas — Thirtythe debt to the Government, but of the punishthe total cost of roadway,bridges, station- seven counties report no cholera; fourteen
ment of these criminals.He recommendsas a
A music-dealerB»ys that the violin oconrredfor both strikes and lookouts in buildings, terminalfacilities,and equip- counties reDort some cholera,and six eonnpreliminarystep that the Government shall in24,518 establishments, or on an average
stitute suite in tbe courts to have tbe charters has not been improved any since 1720.
ties considerable cholera. Three cdunties
loss of $2,445 to each establishmentor of ment of these new lines averaged $25,000
of both roads forfeited,and for the appointment The same may be said of the violinper mile; ot which rote it appears that not reporta few oases of glanders. Nebrarica—
nearly
$40
to
each
striker
involved.
The
of a receiver, who, of course,will then have
power to instituteboth civil and criminal player who lives next door. — Norris assistance given to strikersdaring the far from $325,000,000 have been expended Thirteen connties report no cholera; ten
during the
___ the lines completed
mpiet -----— year. connties report some cholera, and eight
suite against those who have defraudedat once town Herald.
same period, so far as ascertainable, on
both the roads and the Government He
considerable.Nine counties report glanamounts
to $3,325,057; to those suffering But even this prodigioussum does not by
suggests that the roads, after the forfeiture
Mrs. Bloggs (to her spouse)— Will from lookouts, $1,105,538, or a total of any means cover all the outlay for new ders, and twenty counties report no gtanof tne charters, shall be offered for sale, and
believes tnat they will be bought in by the the reduction of the surplus they talk $4,430,595.These amounts, however, the construction,as o large amount of grading ders. Dakota— Twenty counties report no
stockholders.He discusses at length what be about put an end to the aurplused choir Commissioner says, are undoubtedlytoo and bridge-building has been done on ex- cholera; five connties report glandersi and
terms their present bankrupt condition, tbo in our church? Bloggs— Of course* low. The employers’ losses throngh tensions where the track has not yet been fifteen report no glanders.”
practicalimpossibility of collecting the Govstrikes for the six yean amounted to $30,- laid.
sxnment's debts, and the imperativenecessity "Then I am for it,’*
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Baa FranciscoHanging by a Vigilance
Committee in *56.
The enormous power of the great
San Francisco vigilancecommittee of
1856 is well illustrated' by their execution of Brace and Hetherington.It
was generally known about the city
that two men at least were to be executed that day. A scaffold was erected
in the open street, and thousands of
.the vigilance military force were under

iarms. Infantry companies were
'.marched out and posted at various
points commandingevery avenue of

ms

•Ah me 1" aif bed Potts, Tm tired of Nvtnf,
The world la hoUow, ambition's vain.”
"Come now t" said hit ohum, “I know the sympConaternatloaIn the Confrefatlon—The
toms;
Wladom of the Innocents.
It’s all your liver— that’s very plain.
Adjoining an out-of-the-way,but favorite, "You need not anfler, for help ia easy;
Plena'sPellets go right to the place.
summer resort, is a little Chapel in which religious services are held occasionally, as cler- 'A friend to the bilioas.I well mlgnt call them—
There's nothing better ; they 'll suit your case.”
gymen can be obtained, during the pleasure
Potts ceased his sighingand bought the "Pel*
season.
lets.”
A visiting divine consented to preach one
No more he mourueth his haplesslot!
Sabbath last anmmor, and, notice being given,
Els face Is cheerful, his heart it lightsome,
quite a congregationof hotel guests anu resiHis melancholy is quite forgot!
dent neighbors assembled. In opening the
servicesthe preacher suggeeted that, as the
There is one good filing abont violinchapel waa provided with no muaioal instrument, perhape some one presentwonld start a playing— it keeps np the dead oat market
hymn, 'in which the congregation could join. —Tuck.
1, and then the oongregaA brief panto
.. _
Dr. Page's Catarrh Kemody cores when
tion was convulsed at hearing an old lady
every other so-called remedy fails.
strike up, in a cracked voice,

THE LAST LAUGH.

The venerable benefactor of mankind,
intent upon his good
works, is known as

we

seven and a half feet above it. Fas
tened to the cross-tie were two noosed
•ropes. All the while this engine was
building the vigilant forces were maneuvering about the vicinity,marching
and countermarching,with the aids-decamp riding hither and thither. An
immense concourse of lookers-on had
assembled, filling the streets, balconies, windows, and roofs for four or
five squares around.
Everything was in readiness by 5 :80.
The prisoners were brought out and
placed in separate carriages,although
they had to be taken only around the
corner. A procession then formed in
front of the committee-rooms, consisting of the Executive Committee, a
company of patrolmen, and the prisoners, with their guards, in carriages.
The ExecativeCommittee took their
position to the north of the scaffold
and the patrolmen surrounded it.
One of the carriages then drove up
to the scaffold stairs, and out of it

way.

Heomespun people often run counter to some
of the common customs, or time-worn prejudices of society, aud are laughed at. Sometimes they are light and society is wrong.
nd valuable ideas aro evolved
When new end
in the progress of the world’s thought, thoso
who first be'lieve in Uiem are often subjected
to ridicule.But it is those who believe who
have occasion to rejoice.
Mr. A. Way is a prominent farmer atNavarino, N. Y., who was prostrated with kidney
disease, and reached a point where “the doctorsaidhe had dono all he could” Feh 23,
1883, ho writes : “As & last resort I began the
use of Warner’s safe cure, and to-day I am
hale, hearty and happy.” October 13, 1887,
ho again writes: “If it had not been for your
wonderful discoveryof Warner’s safe cure I
should have beou iu my grave to-day. 1 am,
to all appearances,as free from any trouble
of the kidneys as any man living. The doctor
who doctored roe and s&ld 1 mast dio has
since died with Bright’s disease!”
The honest old farmer was doubtless derided and laughed at by tbe medical mau, and
many of his friends, when he announced his
determinationto try Warner’s safe cure, a
proprietarymedicine; but he is alive and well
to-day, while tho physician who laughed at
stepped an intelligent, fine-looking I ym ^ dead
The wise old farmer has the lost laugh!
man abont 21 years of age, dressed in
black coat, dark vest, checked cassiJet, and What It Comes From.
mere pants,
hat. This

allmeutipeculiar to femalea, at the Invalids*
Hotel and Surgical Initltute, Buffalo, N. Y.,
has afforded a vast experienceIn nicely adapting and thoroughly testing remedies for tho
cure of woman’a peculiarmaladies.
la

«rML«FATARj?H
LY'S.

merit.

In General Debility,Emaciation,
Consumption, and wasting in children, Scott’s
Emulsion of Puro Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphitesis a most valuablefood and medicine. It creates an appetite for food, strengthens tbe nervous system, and builds up tho
Please read: “I tried Scott’s Emulsion
body.
on a young- mau whom physicians at times
ncs he
gave up hope. Bines
ho began using the
i his . ceased, gained flesh
Emulsion his cough
and strength, and from all appearances his
prolonged
many years.”—John
life will be i
*
, HospitalSteward, Morganza, Pa.
Bullivan,
In lovemaking,

it

and Scarborough. The trade from

Consumption Surely Cured.
To the F.dltor: -Please inform your readers
that I have a positive remedy for the abovenamed disease. By its timely use thousandsof
hopeless cases have been permanently cured. I
shall he glad to send two bottles of my remedy
free to any of your readers who have consumption if tney will send mo their Express and
P. O. address. Respectfully,
T. A. BLOCUM. M. C., 181 Pearl St., N. Y.

Whitby

dates back to the latter part of
the sixteenth century,and yet is known
to have been used for ornaments by
the early Britons and their Roman conquerors. The price of the raw material is from 10 to 18 shillingsa pound.

womb. It Induces refreshing
sleep and relievosmental anxiety and dodisease of the

Cream Balm AavWladl
nobleeding,thesore-l

9%r?ep%*rce'a favorite Prescription
la a legitimate medicine, carefully
compounded by an experienced and skillful
physician,and adapted to woman's delicate

ness is entirely gone.1
D. O. Davidson, with]
the Dolton Budget.
A particle la applied into eaeftnoatril and is agreeable.
Price SO cti. at druggtBla ; by mail, registered, IU cts.
BR09m 2SS Greenwich 8t.. New fork.
-

ELY

KIDDER’S

Letter from the Pastor of the M. E.
-

Church.

Fbanklin, Oakland Co., Mich., j
A SURE CURE FOR
Doc. •.*, 1887. f
Rhoumatic Syrup Company
INDIGESTION and DYSPEPSIA.
DeabBibs— Mr. A. A. Bust, of this place,
OverS.nooPhyriclon*have sent us their approval of
fumtohed me one bottle of your Rheumatic DlUEbTYLIN.oarimrthat it is the bett preparation
for Indigestionthat they have ever used.
Byrup. Have taken about two- thirds of it
We have never heard of a case of Dyspepsia where
Before taking it tho slightestchange in tho
HGESTYLIN
waa taken that waa
was not cared.
TYLIN wa«
weather affected me very much. I am now
FOR CHOLERA INFANTUM.
almost entirelyfree from tho awful twinges
UGRAYATED CASES.
IT WILL CURE THE MO!
of rheumatism, and changes in the weather
[NO IN PREGNANCY.
IT WILL STOP VO
do not affect
8. A. Long,
IT WILL U ___ VH CONSTIPATION,
_
Pastor of Methodist Church, Franklin,Mich.
For Bummer Complaints and Chronic
broni Diarrhea,
:

cared.

,

me.

The receipt^ of a walking match are
properly called gait money.

WML.

haustion, prostration,hysteria,spasms and
other distreaing,nervous symptoms commonly attendantupon functional and organic

person than to succeed
with the wrong one.— Life.

A

valuable experience. Thousands of testimonials, receivedfrom patients and from physicians who have tested it In the more aggravated and obstinatecases which had bafiied
their skill, prove It to be tho most wonderful
remedy over devised for the relief and cure of
suffering women. It Is not recommended as a
‘curo-aii,
unMUl,"
” but os a most perfectSpeolflo for
woman's peculiar allmenU.
Ae a powerful, luvlgorutlnf tonlcy
It Imparts strength to the whole system,
and to tho womb and Its appendagesin
IUA MUUUU* A'
VI W
v I Vs VA A* 'iy“worn-out,'
TV VI I* - VVa-y
particular.
For
overworked^
‘run-down,” debilitatedteachers, milliners,
dressmakers, seamstresses,
____ “shop-girls,” houaojpera, nursing mothers, and f<
keepers,
feeble women
generally,
encrallf, Dr. Pierce'sFavorite Prescription
Is tho greatest earthlyboon, being unequaled
as an appetizing oordlol
cordial and restorative t
tonic.

aud

is a less misfortune to

fail with the right

Dr. Plerce’a Favorite rreacrlptlon
the outgrowth,or result, of this great aud

it soolhlug
trengthenliif
norvlue.
fine, "Favorite
“FavoriteFreacriutk
Prescription”Is unejuttledand to
la Invaluable
invaluableIn
in allaying
alfayl
quilled
and Subduing nervous excitability, Irritability,ex-

wfwer]

Jet is the commonest substance in
use for personal ornaments, and yet
not one out of 1,000 persons knows
where it comes from or what it is composed of. As to its composition, however, nothing is really known, for scientists Have endeavoredin vain to analyze it and settle its origin, but their
experiments have only resulted in
theories. In its character and formation it is closely allied to amber, and
the common belief is that it is wood
partly converted into coal, although
there are some who believe it to be a
species of petroleum.The English
jet, which is the most popular, is dug
on the coast of Yorkshire,near Whitby

noose put around their necks. Thev
shook hands with each other and with

The treatmentof many thousanda of oaaea
of those chroulo weakncaaea.aiuldlfitresalof

Church, Fremont,Mich.
Rheumatic Syrup Co., Jackson,Mich. :
Gentlemen— My daughter Maud has used
Hibbard’s Kheumatic Syrup and Plasters,
which yon so strongly recommended her to
try. It has now been about eleven weeks
since she commenced,and her inflammatory
rheumatism is nearly broken up. Her limbs
were badly swollen,aud tbe poor girl was in
terrible agony. In the midst of the pain we
wound the Plasters abont her limbs, and, as
a result, the swelling was reduced and she
became quiet and rested.The Bvrup corrected
her indigestion, cleansed the rheumatic poison from her blood, and she is now ablo to be
around the house. She still uses tho Syrup
and Plasters, aud will continue to do so until
entirely well. Wo consider Hibbard’s RheuI sufferedfrom raj
matic Syrup and Plasters remedies of great
Rev. J. Roberts,
tank 12 year*. TTiej
Pastor First M. E. Church.
dropping* into M<j
Fbkmont,Mich., Oct. 26, 1887.
throat were >iai«eaf-|
Little things upset the plans of little ing. Mg nose bled nf-J
men; but solid honesty stan solid to the most dull g. Since f/ie|
end.— PhiladelphiaRecord.
firstday's use of Elg's\

and

was Brace, a man of talent and education. His arms woro tied behind at the
elbows; bis hands were in his pantaloon pockets; his eyes were nearly
•closed, and every mmcle of his pale
face seemed stretched to its utmost
tension in the desperate effort of the
young man to nerve himself up for a
death of bravado. He was led up the
steps by the guard and placed on the
south side of the scaffold. From the
other carriage Hetherington was taken
and placed beside him. Hetherington
was a tall man, dressed in black, with
a sun-bulbed, full-whiskered face,
earnest aud serious. His head was
covered with a straw hat and his arms
were bound like those of the other.
The executioner, in muslin robe and
cap, was on the platform, and several
other persons. The culprits’legs were
bound, their collars removed, and the

here.

Mass., wrote: “Mr. Lewis Dennis, No. 136
Moody st., desires to recommend St. Jacobs
Oil to any afflicted with rheumatism, and
desires especially to say that Orriu Robinson,
of Grantville, Mass., a boy of 12 years, came
to his house In (he tutnmer of 1881 walking
upon crutches, his left log having been bent
at the knee for over two months and could
not be bent back. He could not walk upon
it. Mr. Dennis had some 8t. Jacobs Oil in
the house and gave it to him to rub on his
knee. In six days lie had no use for his
crutches and went homo well without them,
and he lias been well since 8t. Jacobs Oil cured
him.” In July. 1887, Inquiry was made of the
Messrs.Osgood to ascertainthe conditionof
the little cripple, which brought the following response : ‘‘Lowell, Mass., July 0, 1887.—
The poor cripple on crutches, Orrin Robinson, cured by 8t. Jacobs Oil In 1881, has remained cured. The young man has been
and is now at work every day at manual
labor. Dr. George C. Osgood, M. D.” No
other remedy can make tbe same showing.

i

pression.
Thb old lady will probably never know why
she caused such a sensation. She lived in the
neighborhood, and being accustomedto tho
pronunciation“cuss” for “curse” sang it that

him

ing man-clous instance:Jan. 17, 1883,
George C. Osgood & Co., druggists, Lowell,

ensued,

word*, “Believingwe rejoice,” from wliich he
preached an excellent sermon, one that, under
tho peculiar circumstances,made a deep im-

see

His familiar face and
form have become a trade mark, and tho
good he lias done is illustratedin the follow-

Approach to the committeebuilding,
“Believing we rejoice
Bed pepper may not be a great laxary.
iand beyond these the cavalry were staTo see the ouss removed.”
bat, nevertheless,it makes one’e eyes wa'tioned. Loaded brass cannon were
As nd one “joined in,” tho old lady did not
placed at every corner of the square, proceed far with the hymu, and an awkward ter.— Put*.
and the gunners stood by with torches contretemps seemed immiueut Tne clergyAN OPEN LETTER
ready lighted, A dense square of sol- man waa quick-witted,however, aud turned
the ludicrousincident to good account. He
diers four or live deep surrounded the
From B«V. J. Roberts, Pastor First M. E.
quietly arose aud announced as his text the
•scaffold,which consistedof a platform
eight feet square, elevated ten feet
(above the street on four heavy posts.
.'Heavy upright posts on opposite sides
of the platform supported a cross-tie

PHOTO.

organization.It to purely vegetable In Its
composition and perfectly harmless In Its
effects In any condition of tbo
tbe system,
system. For
morning sickness, or nausea, from whatever
cause arising,weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsin...
.
epsla and .ipigDl
kindred symptoms.
Its use, In small
dost*, will prove very beneficial.
(l Favorite Proscription*9 la a post*
tlve core for tho most complicated and obst In ate cases of leucorrbea,excessive flowing,
painful menstruation,unnatural suppressions,
prolapsus, or falling of tho womb, weak back,
*• female weakness, antcveralon, retroversion,
bearing-down sensations, chronic congestion,
Inflammation and ulceration of the womb, inflammation, pain and tendernessin ovaries,
accompanied with “ Internal heat,"
Am a regulator and promoter of funotlonal action, at that criticalperiod of change
from girlhood to womanhood, “Favorite Prescription ” to a perfectly safe remedial naent,

and can produce only good results.It

to

equallyefflcacloas and valuable In Its effects
when taken for those disorders and derangements incident to that later and most critical
period, known as ** The Change of Life.”

I

which aro tho direct results of imperfect digestion,
DIGK8TYLIN will effect an immediate cure.
Take DIGESTYLINfor all pains and disordersof
the stomach:they all come from indlKPstlon.Ask
your druggist for DIOE8TYI.IN(price $t per larxo
bottle),if bo does not have it, aeud one dollar to us
and wc will aend a bottleto yon, express prepaid.
Do not hesitate to aend your money. Our house is
reliable.Establishedtwenty-flvoyears.
WM. F. KIDDER & CO.
Manufacturing Chemists, 83 John St., N. Y.
MENTION THIS PAPER whin wamxa to toTiamiu.

Liver Pills), cures Liver, Kidney and Bladder
diseases.Their combined use also removes
blood taints, and a bolls bee cancerous and
scrofuloushumors from the system.
** Favorite Prescription »» to tho only
medicine for women, sold by druggists, n nder
• positive guarantee, from tbo manufacturers, thatlt will give satisfactionIn every
case, or money will be refunded. This guarantee has been printed on tho bottle-wrapper,
and faithfully carriedout for many years.
^ Largo ^bottles ^100 dotes) $1.00, or alz
For large, illastra ted Treatise on Disease! of
(180 pages, paper-covered),send tea
stamps. Address,

Women

PENSIONS

cents in

(Severalstanding near them. Finally It is worked altogether by hand.
to 08 a day.
lay. Hamplea worth tl.00,FRF!R
Line* not under
_____
the horao’a fret. Writl
the signal was given, the bell on the Pieces are sawed to the proper size
Bre water Safety
lifety Rein Holder Co.. Holly. MtcA
The fruit
nit peddler never resorts to legal
roof of the vigilance building was and then the pattern is scratched upon measures.—tuck.
ION THIS PAPER was* warn** t* a»ti
struck, the rope was cut, precipitating the jet with a sharp-pointed instruThen the workman takes a
!the souls of these two men into
IDDER'8
rmail. HtuwellAOo,
eternity.— Aansa# City Times,
knife and commences to whittle the
.Mau.
piece of jet just os you might a stick of
wood, the material working easily. Doea not get well of itaelf; it requlrei careful,
The Power of Imagination.
persistentattentionand a remedy that will assist
A short time since a man was taken With his knife and with small chisels nature to throw off the causes and tone up the
oar hUh w, css tun yoa,4
he works out the pattern, after which digestiveorgans till they perform their duties
to one of the hospitals suffering intense
w« will nwll tsoagb loco*TtoM,|
the piece is taken to a grindstone and willingly.Among tho agoniesexperienced by the
B. &. LsoDsmSMH k Co,, Ni
pain. He informed the doctors that his
the rough parts are ground off. Swift- dyspeptic,are distress before or after eating, lota
ibome was down in the country, aud
agents WANTED SY^,0NVEK8LI?d«
whirling wheels do the polishing, ex- of appetite, irregularities of the bowels, wind or
that if ho should die he wished to be
.mTKHNB. lor making Rubs,
gas and ptin in the stomach, heart-burn,sour
cept where there are deep inqisioHs in
•Tidies,Caps, UiUens.etc. Moatomach, etc., causing mental depression,nervous
sent there. The physiciansasked him
.chine rent by mail for |t. Send
for late reduced price-list. „
what he supposed caused the pain. the oreament, in which case boys finish Irritability and sloepleaincii. If you aro disK. BOSS Ac CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
the polishing with thin strips Ot^Jist,, couragedbe of good ebe^jpd try Hood's Sar“Why, I swallowed my plate and four
saparilla.It hot cured hundreds it will cure you.
Brilliancy is given to the ornament by
'false teeth while asleep the other
UDY MBITS "n"cu"
permanent
sprinklingon n little rouge and polishj employmentat $90 to !I00 per
night,” was the answer. The patient
Sarsaparilla
f month selling QueeiiCTtyHiiping Kghtly with a rubber.
rubl
Jet was
waa put upon liquid food, and all the
porter*. Kample outfit free.
Sold by all druggists,f ; six for $0. Made
Address Cincinnati Suspender
examinations made by the medicos once used almost entirely in the way only by C. L HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Co, u
It k.
E. Ninm
Ninth htw
fet..Cincinnati,
Cincinnati. u.
O.
^ op.,
of pins, bracelets, etc., but now the
failed to locate the swallowed article.
larger part of the output is made up
100
Doses
One
Dollar
The man's sufferings were lessoned coninto dress-trimmings.—Nf. Louis Residerably, and as a test it was decided
PISOS CURE FOR CONSUMPTION
publican.
to give him a little piece of beefsteak.
This was done, and the poor patient
Government
“The Naked Truth.”
tarilLUOIlOf ACRBS of each in Minnesota,North
was writhingin agony as soon as he
MfNTION THB FAPCR w*s* wuma to «Dts*msu.
Dakota, Montana.
ia. Idaho, Washington
Waahlnirton and Oregon.
bad swalloweda mouthful. “0, my
. nbUcationawitha
SEND FOR BBBT Agricultural,
'Thl^kedTrul'hTandplh^yotd;
God I" he exclaimed, wthis is killing
her Lands now open to Settlers Bant Free. Add ret*
MDrnoN THU papar **s« •mm** *• «»vaamsM.
me. I know I shall die, ” and numer- not know how it originated,’says
A MONTH. Agents wonted. 00 best sell- CHA8. Is UIB0M,La8V; kvfftllMV
ous other such speeches.The phy- Jones. *1 will tell you. Once upon a
articles in the world. 1 stmple FREE.
$250?;:dress JAY BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.
sicians and 'nurses could hardly keep time Truth and Error went in bathing
MENTION THIS PAPER
vsima to Mvsmsns.
him in bed— he siiffered so much. Again together. Error came out first, put on
I ITT nr vmnu complete in each number; also
Truth’s
clothes
and
ran
away.
And
be broke forth in exclamations. This
CM
A Hun HU V lih BlUril'B
stories al|U
and essays. eS-OOperyeM-.
10 cents tor sample copy to
time he said : “0, how I suffer. I can Error has been trying to wear the same LH'A*lNCOTV8Bend
MAGAZINR,
I'hUadelphlie.
feel the teeth tearing my stomach apart. garment ever since. When Truth came
O
” He did not finish until a nurse out of the water the only clothing she
opened a telegram from his wife. It could find to put on was what belonged
When I eay cure I ao not mean merely to stop them
read: “Found teeth under bed." The to Error. ‘Before I wear such gari

,
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World's Dispensary Radical laaoelilloi,

068 main St,

BUFFALO, N.

Y.
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Neuralgia, Toothacba,

Headache, catarrh,
sore
Sore Threat,
Catarrh, Croup,
Cl
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word, and goes through the world
VH
tMfcucfiou.
FREE.
“aked

aU

mylifo'

’fJhC' Jpufer

_ „ _

.

_

.

a* to patentability

naked, without frill or bang or bustle
or anything else.”

The growth of tramway enterprise
A Hindoo Butcher’d Apology.
in the United Kingdom is almost
Here is a letter which & Hindoo stationary.Last year the additional
butcher sent to his custoiner;
expenditure amounted to £605,000,but
“To hi rs. Collector Sahir, Esq.: only £17,000 was added to the gross
Honored Madam— Madam’s butler says receipts, while the net receipts show a

Mahomed Cabibem.”

Francis Radoux, of Portland, Me.,
aged 97, was in tho French navv, was
captured by the English and taken to
England, but was released on account
of having saved the life of a French
officer. Returning to France, he was
commissioned an officer in the army of
the Emperor Napoleon, and was bnt a
few miles distant when the battle of
Waterloo was fought. After years of
adventurehe went to Bath, and from
there to Portland. He has been a
manufacturer, a farmer, and dancingmaster, and taught the poet Longfellow to dance.

earned to read and writ© have never taught
themselves to think.. A man who suffered

catarrh, consumption, bronchitis,

scrofula,or “liver complaint,” might read,
till his eyes dropped out, how these and many
other diseases liave been cured by Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery,bnt if ho did not
take tho lessou to himvelf and teat tho virtpos
of this great medicine, his time would be
thrown away.

FREEeS&iSK

cber monsieur,I forget ze yourre name, eet iz so queer and

Town

strange

He—

My name

is

’Smith.—

Topics.

i0

Sudden ChaufreN of Weather

FLORIDA

TO

guide book*, mam or truth al>out land,
write O. 31. OKONBY, » Franklin St, N.Y.

Brown’s Bronchial Troches. Sold only in
oto.

CHICAQa

Pi

'afssicsuxs:

MEXICAN

""8T‘“
LINIMENT

STEKETEE’S

CATARRH

'fell
'•hi.

Can Be Cared.

Ye»,*ir; and it lan'i nece**arrto go to California
or Florida
ids to sccnrapllah
accompUab it elthar. DR. CADY’8
CADY'8
iHRH CURE tea 8URK dperifle for the cur*
CAl'Al
o. tliia
this terribledisease. He used it in his genersl
practice for ytsrs, and
failed to care. It is
compounded
now with
bis own
bands to
insure
inounde _____
______
______
____
. pos.
ittvely that chemically pure. hi«h-gi a ie remedies are
used lu iu manulacture.Your pattencomay hare
been exhausted by nsmg some, ok all, of the nottrains so Lively advertised,but let it revive in the
us ) of this, for It ia s aura apedilc. YOU may not be
olfllcied in thla regard : if not, pleaaerecommend it
to some one who ia, ana thus confer s favor st both
ends of the lire.
The
4UCI1JUBI
moat UU9llu»i«7i
obstinate, painful
|»»aiiaua urn*
and s<
lonjr-afatnd__
Inc ca.ee readhy yield to IU curativepower. It is
. upon -----*• valueless
valu
recommended
IL iiioriU.No
certificate*of cure, no piriunng the fr gbtful reaulte of
toe dia aae, or unnroieMlonal oiap-troi) are used to
increaseit* sate. Follow ilireouniis.aml
it will

NEVER

__

Make Your Own

Bitters.

Why

p iv a Dollar for a bottleof Btomarh Ritters,
renunnliurin >re poorwhiaky than medicine, when

SSL*

i

,

.

—

--

make ONE (Hi LON of the ( oat TONIC any one
tt<rd. Thensc of this Tonic hia cured INDI*
iN. DYSPF.l’SIA.Fr.VEB and AGUE ; aa an ap;
i ttizer uoue better;
will
ever

UEHTH

Debility, *

•

...... ......
Tonic known. One nactago will
----bottles of ordinary Bitternold for One Dollar per
bottle.Full directionson every package . Ask your
Druggist for ‘STKKETKb'B DRY BITTERS." If your
Druggist doea not keep them on sale, then send to
*111 aend one paduKo to any adon receipt of iaTu. Bjpoaffie
..

......

..

E*

equal

•

0

nSMPt.

effectual remedy for Goughs, Colds, eta, than

boxes. Price 25

That’s the Idsa!
^WBt»ott nyriled free.

free

'

cause Throat Disease. There is no more

Cunt You.

MKNTION THIS PAPER «*w wbrir* to .oturiMM

chailO'iL'c

Foreigner— Ah!

H

Sold
d by Druggist*.
Druggist*,!
AOet*.

Address WIZARD OIL

_

,

from

It

I

CURE FITSIh

warrant my remedy to cure the worst cases. Because
___________ and
___
opinion*
opinion, other* have failed ia no reasonfor not now receiving a
49*17 years' experience. cure. Bend at once for a treatise and a Free BotUe oc

that madam is much displeasedwith decrease of £29,000.
poor butcher because mutton too lean
and tough. But sheep no grass got,
Popular Education.
where get fat? When come rain then
Wo sympathize with tho fooling which often
good mntton. I kiss Yonr Honor’s loads o tizons to boast that no child born in
pious feet. I have the honor to remain, this conutry need grow up in ignorance,and
madam, your affectionate butcher,
yet it is a faot that many people who have
“

Tbe
r
,
prove all we claim for this valual
table remedy.
not only relieve* tee
the tno*t
most .ever*
eev
Pain*,

dRilMsSsSEEDS

I

sufferingman, who had swallowed his
teeth, got up and dressed, paid his bill,
and left the hospital without a word.
This is only an illustration of what
imagination will do. - Buffalo Express.

tee VfVMHUFf

Aches
and Pains.
many tettlmonlali
testimonialsrecelr
received by na more than
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COMPARATIVE WORTH

Lake Shore.

ROYAL

BAKING

of

POWDER^

HOLIDA! GOODS

(Absohncly r,:.c)..

Artbor Carrier anccccdedin klbinc a red fox
last

week.

Eddie Ogden and Willie Boggs spent Now Year’s

BUMFORD’S,

!

whea Crcsh..

Day on the Lake Shore.
The New Year came in
the old saying

to

it

will

like

HANFORD’S, wbca freBh.

a lion and according

*o ont like a lamb.

BEDHEAD’S. ....

John A” sickeris teaming at West OH re. Be
bought a ton of feed at the Ottawa Beach Mill.

last

(Alum Powder', v

PIONEER
CZAR....

week.

(San Francisco)

.

.......

......

DR. PRICE’S

The dance and

.

RIVER STREET,

.

.

and sold to the proprietor

the Ottawa Beach Feed Mill two large loads of

com

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,

jgSMB

CLEVELAND’S(.hortwt.joz,;

Enos Lawrence came back from Shelby and has
gone ont to Oakland County where his family Is.

ol

...

....

(Alum Powder)#...

AMAZON

Mrs. Lyons and daughter, Fanny, have gone to
Chicagowhere they will remain for the winter.

Norm Cochranedrew

HARM

*

.

.

oyster supper on the 80th at

proceeds amountingto about 915.

couple of our yonng men celebrated New
Year’s with a little pugilisticexercise and succeeded in disfiguringthe '’phiz” of each other

>

< IroiTe) ...

LEWIS’

.......................

PEARL

(Andrews Ci Co.)

O K. E

]

CSSEI3OTB

A

BECKER’S

received *the finest upholstered

...............

SNOW FLAKE

George Campbell’s residence was a success, the

Have just

883521

.....

Ever exhibited.

.....

N&$389

.................

considerably.

GILLET’S ..................

Erastus Collinge,the blind boy, brother of Mrs.
J, D. Cochrane, Is dead. Be died from the effects

Milwaukee,

the Homeopathic Instituteof Ann Arbor.

Wm.

BULK

to

and is doing remarkably

(PowderfoM

loorcy. ... I.*1,)

RUMFORDW’ur.inot

Californiafour years ago

well. He

Wm. Ogden claim to

bats

have

I

toFte-l

'

'«.,*• cl

i
•

returns,besldes|their work, of packing, etc., of
apples shipped .tit seems that apples are very

.'net

It Is a scientific

44

cheap across the Lake, the market being over-

stocked. Tbe

An

Powder*

tlicRoynl Baking

I.oV. flakin':Pov. -.-r

t'..j

Elegant Line of

A

absolutelypure.
Mott, Ph.D.”

!*

Tull Assortment

the

the fact that we must not expect good prices for

market.

Nm.”
It is

And a'large assortment of

The Royal Bakin* Powder received the liiglirst award over all competitors at
the Vienna World’s EsjHvii.ou,ur.i; :.t the CeaUMiuiul,Phll.idelphia, iHiG; at tho
American Institute, N..-w York, nnd n State Fa.rs t’iniughouttho country.
Ko other articlo of hum m f.xxl Ins ever reeeiv -d such high, emphatic, and universal endorsement from eiulucut taemisia,piiyt.ei.uw, scicntla.s, and Boards of

School commences to-day.

Bad colds are plenty around here at present.
B. D. Bacon's youngest child is quite sick.
Miss Clara Brandageis able to be out again.

Health

One

Note— The above D;ao;;am illustratesthe comparative v. or'Ji of variousBaking
Powders, as shown by Chemical Analysis end exyi riiuo:.tsmads by Prof. Schedler.
A pound can of each powder was taken, tho total leavening power or volume In
etch can calculated, tho result licing as indicated. This practical test for worth by
Prof. Schedler only proves what every observant consumer of the Royal Baking
Powder knows by practical expcrieno:\that, while It costs a few cents per pound
more than ordinary kinds, it is far more economical,and, besides, affords the advantage of better work. A single trial of the Royal Caking Powder will convince any

of

Mr. Reitsma’schildren is reported sick

with the measles.

Tboe. Barry is •ifltlng friends and relatives
near Fowlerville.

E. H. Porter has gone to his home at Williamsten this state. He expects to return here in two
or three weeks.
We understand there was a town back in tho
woods somewhere near here called -Johnsville.
But they say it died during the past week, rand in
its place has appeared another town by the name
pf Agnew. We have heard it remarked several
times that Agony would have been more suitable.
Can’t some other town change Us name to

Mulliken?

At greatly reduced

prices.

Also Agents for the UNIVERSAL TRIPOD, usedjas
a Coat and Hat Rack. Parlor Easel, and for

facts.

Sewing Room and Sleeping Room,

• While the diagram shows some of the alum powders to be of a higher degree
of strength than other powders ranked below them, It is not to be taken as indlcati^thoi they have any value. All alum powders, no matter how high their strength
am to be avoided as dangerous.

etc.

OOJVIE AJNTD SEE.

F. I. HARDY ft C0.’S

Indigestion.

School began Tuesday morning with an increased attendance.
horse last

FANCY FURNITURE

over tho wo. id.

fair-mindedperson of these

Olive Center.

a

all

“Guv*.”

Grace Merritt la visitingfriends in Holland this
week.

Thomu Watson lost

'

\

“I have analyze ! a park t£o of Hoy 1 flaking rowder. The materialsof which
composed are pure un.i wholesome. S. Da... a IUits, State Aeeayer, Mass.”

West Olive.
v

>

CARPET ROCKERS,

scullionstock.
“Bsti

of

“II. A.

“I have cxamJn''il
of Iowa! Baking JYwCer, purchased by myself In
I find H u lis.-.lylive from'uluro. torro all*, or any other injurious substance. IIkn'k*Moiuon’ Ph.D., I’rcshK-uto. Sierras Institute of Technology.”

were about fiftycents per barrel which will prove

LOUNGES,

:

a

proceedsof their last returns

net

CHEMISTS

Fcvrl B.kir.'Pow.’-r,which I purchased In thw
open market, awl li- •* h • ••mi* w.-'l ‘•./ pur r.d whole- nine Incredients. It iancream.
oitartar powder (•( a I... -ici' , * of :.ic.t nii.l Uv v not contain cith'-ralum or
phosphates,or otlur in/ir. 'us i
ii. G. Love, Ph.D.”
“

over twenty-five dollars each, accordingto

loot

RATTAN ROCKERS,

AstoPurltyr.2.il':VI.i)v..:i<»:!io:iess of

back with him.
Arthur Carrier and

CF

REPCRTo

ranch. A number of our neighbors, who are not
permanentlysettled, talk very strongly of going

U

r.u-b

raised nearly

two thousand bushels of wheat last season on his

of

(Cot:.alii

Cochrans, one of our old neighbors, is here

visiting.He moved

A New Use

ANDREWS&CO/^m:^S^

surgicaloperation performed on bis eyes at

of a

week. Cause:

Old age and general debility.
f Chas. Pratt, of Ionia, has been renewing acquaintances here for a few days.

HMDS

Many personslose appetite and strength,
become emaciated,suffer, and die, because
of defective nutrition,who might have
been restored to health by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine acts upon the
digestiveorgans, through tbe blood, and
has effected many wonderful cures.

hour.

Bat. McCus and family,and Mr. and Mrs.
and other friendshere.

The reoent changes in the weather has made
nice sleigbinft and quite a number of our citizens
are improringIt. The blacksmiths are reaping a
golden harvest now, working almost night and
day. But they breathea sigh of satisfactionas
they count their shekels at evening.
Quite a company gathered at Myric Hoag's Saturday to Indulge in social converseand live old
times over, to speculate upon future prospects,
renew friendships,family ties, etc. A large quantity of oysterswere consumed by appreciative
appetites,beside the many other good things so

common on such occasions in a well regulated
rarai home. It was quite evident that the last

These glasses are ground on a

we heard some one
“Jim Sneezer.’’ We never

But the new year, “oh. my,’’

and vicinitywere in attendance, consistingof WII-

you think of buying

NEW

A New

Suit or Winter Overcoat,

requireswithout causing any strain or

me, and my appetite and digestionare
now perfect— Fred G. Bower, 496

C. A.

SALE

Remember that Clothing can he made to order very nearly as
cheap as ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture of

B][

STEVENSON,
JEWELER,

Seventh st, South Boston, Mass.

.

HOLLAND,

from

Dvspepsla, scarcely taking a meal, until
within the past few months, without enduring tbe most distressing pains of
Indigestion. My stomach sometimes re-

25-Anios.

jected all food. I became greatly reduced
in strength,and very despondent.Satisfied, at last, that my trouble was of a

RICHLY

Jad

MICH.

the cloth and the improved style and

are tbo*e who

nothing of the freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly
made clothing. In - ordering it is necessary to consider

1S»

read thle and then act; they will
find honorable employment that
will not take them from their
home* and fimille*.The profits are large and
*are for every Indnatrioo*person, many have
made and are now making aeveralhundred dollar*
a month. It la ea*y lor any one to make |5 and
npwarda per day. who la willing to work. Slther
aex, yonng or old; capital not needed; we atari
yon. Everything new. No apeclal abilitv required; yoa, reader, can do it aa well aa any one.
Write to as at once for fall particular*,which we
mell free. Addrea a Stinson A Co.. Portland. Maine.

scrofulous nature,I began taking Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and believeit has saved my
life. My appetite and digestionare now
good, and my health is perfect.— Oliver
T. Adams, Spencer, Ohio.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer k Co., Lowell. Mom.
Bold by all DruggiaU. Price $1 ; «ix bottle*, $5. ’
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say that It was^n old
knew him and guess we don’t want to.

A family reunion was held at the residence of
Mr. R. Merrett, Saturday. A load from Holland

Co.,

HOLLAND, MICH.

If

PRINCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye

tense of weariness. FOR

I have, for years, suffered Acutely

&

Youth'tKttn and £atf VillonRutorod.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

hours of the old year were quite happilyspent.

RIVER STREET,

SPECTACLES

Entirely Cured

Arnold, of Muskegon, are visiting Alex. Arnold

Meyer, Brouwer

MARK.

PRISMOIDU

For years I suffered from Loss of Appetite and Indigestion,and failed to find
relief, until I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Three bottles of this medicine

Ernest Lyon surprisedhis parents Tuesday
morning by stepping in upon them at an early

££

Quality, Style, and

to say

fitting qualities,

Workmanship. In deciding where

to

order yon must consider that

BRUSSE BROS.
always keep in stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying

evmy customer.

OH! MY BACK!

and

Fine Gents7 Furnishing Goods

bert Harrington and family, Reuben Tasker and
family, and Frank Harvey, wife, and two daughters,

and a few friendsabout here dropped in to

help the genial host and company do justice to

vender. Just enough jokes and laughter were

A Drop
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CORSCamOX,ASTHMA, MORCHITtS,DTSPIPSIA,
CATARRH, MAT mil, HlADACHR,DIBILITT, RHIUMATISM, IICHAMIA nod nil Chnnle and Zmons DUerSSfle

the laet M.eaUn yean, b a aelaallSeadjaetneat of tho
•lonoatt of Oiygea aad KllroffeatnagatUiad. aa« (to

&

Just received a large line of

aaaywud b ao toadMeodand node portable that
hU *w (to world.

It

Kid and

and

40-

assorted

& Co.

Itch, Mange, and Scratches of every
kind on human or animals cured in 30
minutes by Woolford’s SanitaryLotion.
Thia never fails. Sold by Kremers So
Bangs, Druggists, Holland,Mich. 42 6m

The .low which

every child bring,
with it is in itself the very strongestindication of the needs of the child. Love
is like sunshine; without it there can
be no harmoniousgrowth or development. As well expect a fruit tree to
bear delicious fruit in a cellar as to exjiect a child to grow up into symmetrical pianhood or womanhood without
lore. As invariably we appropriatethe
sunniest nook in the garden to the
nursery, so must the warmest and sunniest apartments of the heart be given
to the little ones. Nurtured in an at-

m-

mosphere of
expand

in

DR/.

love, their various

powers

unconscious but harmonious

One

of the

Qest

INVESTIGATORSIN
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WIU ear* all dlwair* of the KMnrre. BloMer. Irritationof
the Neck of the Bla^aar.Burning Urine, (Heel, Gonorrhoea In
all lla itagei. Macoui Mjehargeo.
Coagtttlon of the Kidney*
HrlokDuetDepo.ilDlafertee.InNaamatlvnof the Kldneje
and Bladder, Drop.; of Kldne;., Acid Urine, Blood; Urine,
fAUf IK THB BACK. Beientioo of Urine, Preqaent Urination. Gravel la all It. form.. laaMlIt; to R*taln tbe Water,
per*na« advanord In llfc. IT IS A KIDNEY
INVK8TIOATORDiet ra*tnre*the Urine to it* natural color,
r«B0TM the arid and Sarnlng. and the effect of ih* txoeMlrc
aa* of InioiieatUg drink.

partleatorl.r la

PRICE* SI

; Three Bottlesfor St.60.

'

Dellreredfra* of no; char(ft.

Clrenlor. gold by on DrnggltU.

•ST Send for

Anum.

W. JOHNSTON & CO.,

toia

TroaUioat

DETROIT. MICH.

For Sale by Tates & Kane.
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MET.A.W. MOORE, Editor TbeTooteaary,
Laamlor, B. C
W, H. WORTHIXCTOS,Editor KeWltoutb, Blmlagbaa, Ale
ZU»«1 U. P. VROOMAS, qoonobo, bn*.
MRS. MART A. LIVERHORE,Moire.*, SieuehoMlta.
ICDOI M. S. TOORHEER,Xow York Oly.
R. *• C. KS10HT, Pblltdrlphla.
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adolphla Ptotbfraphor,
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AMD SHORT-HAND
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Wedding Receptions and Banquets

JOHN PESSINK & BRO.
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Cheese Factory.

A. GAJLmJLm!

are preparedto farniBh Cakes for
and price. ’

De..lop»r«l."aa iB|ora.llagtoak of«a* hnadrad page*
Both or either will to aullod fret to oy addrtn on applb
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Holland. Mich
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pi ices

of every description,shape, style,
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“CORPOrSB AXYOKK-lb Mode of

The trade supplied with everything in this line at lowest

N.

COBB, C. S. Vleo-feotul,fatablaan,l*rofoo,
M. V. ABHEEOOE,Red Bbff, Cal.
ERXE8T TURKER, kuillaghom, Eaglmd.
JACOB WARD, Row ml. hr. featb Wain.
And ttoaoMdo of other, la mi-; part of (to
.
l.'alltdSUIca.
i.

•footoral bundrod Mtrpri.lngrare* la

jQg*

CRACKERS, FOREIGN FRUITS, ETC.

IT. CHARLES W. CCBIIIXO, D. D^ lUeboelrr, S. T.
HOI. WM. PEXS HIXOX, Editor l.ter-Oreoa, Cblnfo, HI*

fora

Tb

Gandies, Nuts, Bakers’ Goods

OS. WM. D. KKLLIT, Mewbor of Comyroos, PUUdoIpbla.
UT. VICTOR h. COS RAD, Editor of (to Uthma Ob-

b (to llllo of a now brorhoro ofl.o bundred pftgo*pnblkhoR
hy Dn. SUrbry A r*»en, wlilrhg|.». In *11 |nt,ntrar* fall In.

37-10tnos.

and

Wholesalersand Retailersof

b Mat

•error, Pbllodolphlo.
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Dn. STAMRTNk PALIS toe* (to Htorty (* refer U (to
WWwing-aaaod«*U.kM»a ponoa* who hate tried (heir
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ENGLISH BUCHU

Sons.

colors, at tbe Millinery Store of
L. & 8. Van den Bbrge

i4;

BRO.

fer

Io order to close them out we have
greatly reduced the price of them. If you
are In need of a stove come aoou while
the aMortmeot la still complete.

Jersey Gloves, in black

JOHN PESSINK &

M Till COMPOUND OXTOKS THAT* KIT" Dn. BUrkey
t Paltn, Xa. Ut» Arab Street,Pblladelpkla,hero boon oelag

“Crank.”

Heating Stoves.

R. Kanters

stock of Hats and Caps.

Far

The only thing that occurred to dampen the ardor
of this long to be remembered meeting was the
going home in the rain.
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A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT
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dulged in to aid digestionof so hearty a repast.
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RSSe Jkroix Street, PlUlad’a, Pa.
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